TweetReach Report for #3pChat

estimated reach

356,224 accounts reached

exposure

4,754,908 impressions

activity

1,222 tweets 211 contributors 8 days

270 replies 292 tweets 660 retweets

most retweeted tweets

13 @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat about 2 hours ago

12 @triplepundit: A2. Environmental issues in fashion supply chain are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T-shirt #3pChat about 3 hours ago

9 @triplepundit: Consumer demand for unreasonably inexpensive apparel is part of the problem. Cheap clothes don’t pay living wages. #3pchat @nickaster about 3 hours ago

most mentioned

451 mentions

highest exposure

1.8M impressions

most retweeted

97 retweets

top contributors

3p

@triplepundit
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributors</th>
<th>Tweets</th>
<th>RTs</th>
<th>Impressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>triplepundit</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1,757,845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FightPoverty</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1,117,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FairTradeUSA</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>319,832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AmanSinghCSR</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>199,821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RedressRaleigh</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>143,716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaulaGrayChic</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>125,340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amytropolis</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>114,542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EthicalFashionF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>71,127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MarissaR1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaltsClothing</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>49,951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCorporation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47,718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3PAServices</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45,944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MataTraders</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>39,281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>womenadvocates</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37,757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3blnow</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30,558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pPodium</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28,092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLVermeer</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>24,519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREIGHTxFASHION</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23,789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justmeans</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jackwysocki</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20,208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmsWaight</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>19,703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahmeefr</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19,247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAOFrancesca</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16,271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emelina</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16,264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orsолодеcastro</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VeganChatRoom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16,094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBDillon</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14,541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DhanaEcoKids</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecoplum</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13,047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SusanHeaney</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appalatch</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11,534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fash Rev</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11,270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFaulknerLA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10,778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nickaster</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socialfinance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>femmekatz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maggidawn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7,935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OxfamFashion</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7,507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tweets Timeline**

- Mar 11, 2014 at 5:27pm UTC
  - FREIGHTxFASHION: RT @3pPodium: RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: What my last blog post was about! #3pChat forvargetfashion.com/2014/03/06/th... RT @triplepundit Q2: top enviro issues... (17 minutes ago)
  - @torresconsult: RT @EthicalFashionF: Fashion companies should value the triple bottom line because it’s good business... but also because it’s the right th... (23 minutes ago)
  - NancyESurfs: RT @thebaseproject: RT @indigenous: Storytelling is the best way to create the empathy needed to encourage responsible purchases. #3pchat (25 minutes ago)
  - Ecoplum: @triplepundit @DhanaEcoKids have you seen our latest article about toxins in children's clothing?? ow.ly/utyys #3pChat (34 minutes ago)
  - Ecoplum: RT @DhanaEcoKids If we are what we eat, then we wear what we stand for - Shamini Dhana, founder DhanaEcoKids #3pChat Hi Shamini! (35 minutes ago)
  - FashionObserved: RT @Appalatch: What’s the deal w/ sustainable fashion & how can we move it forward? Join the leaders in getting down to it: http://t.co/1xy... (36 minutes ago)
  - Nikishka: RT @DhanaEcoKids If we are what we eat, then we wear what we stand for - Shamini Dhana, founder DhanaEcoKids #3pChat #sustyfashion (40 minutes ago)
  - OceanasCanvas: RT @indigenous: The #BtheChange campaign celebrates and rewards people supporting businesses that do good! ow.ly/utjcI @Bcorporation... (41 minutes ago)
  - OceanasCanvas: RT @amytropolis: @triplepundit I also think consumers need to be educated and I see trans-media storytelling being a big piece moving forwa... (41 minutes ago)
  - SpenceJula: RT @indigenous: @triplepundit Q6: Certain certifications go a long way in communicating the #Ethics of a company, @Bcorporation @FairTrade... (42 minutes ago)
  - galaproducts: RT @MataTraders: Interesting! Hadn’t heard of them. RT @TheFairleighs absolutely! Ethical electronic devices like @Fairphone are leading the... (43 minutes ago)
  - OceanasCanvas: RT @DhanaEcoKids: If we are what we eat, then we wear what we stand for - Shamini Dhana, founder DhanaEcoKids #3pChat about 1 hour ago
  - femmekatz: RT @kvetchingguru: RT @MarissaR1: @Ecoplum @triplepundit I love what @4EnviroHealth is doing on #toxins in #fashion. See: http://t.co/kATH... (about 1 hour ago)
  - LaCarBenitez: RT @triplepundit: Q2: And environment? What are the top environmental issues facing the global fashion supply chain? #3pChat about 1 hour ago
  - Ecoplum: Thanks @triplepundit for hosting an informative and inspiring chat about #ecoFashion this morning #3pChat about 1 hour ago
  - OceanasCanvas: RT @triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utPFX w/ @indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids... (about 1 hour ago)
Orca’s tee drive sustainable awareness too. Here’s a sketch of our Free Orca’s tee consumers can drive sustainable awareness too. Here’s a sketch of our Free Orca’s tee

ZoeGPowell about 1 hour ago

TheSusToolkit #3pChat

#greenbiz #ethical #3pChat

be running @frshprnzcleantc about 1 hour ago

ZoeGPowell

absolutely! Ethical electronic devices too @Fairphone are leading the way!

about 1 hour ago
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#3pChat
TheOpenLabel: #filanthropic #globalgreen #ecoevent #responsiblefashion

@ PlanBiz: TreyWitzel: The whitetshirtco seen 72% growth in ethical sales in the past month and thank me later.

#3pChat: triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utmPi w/ @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids... about 1 hour ago

@ SA FashionLab: Interesting & inspiring chat on #sustainablefashion / #responsiblefashion follow #3pchat tweetjam hosted by @triplepundit...

Beltwits: RT @workfreelyblog: Absolutely.

@ triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utmPi w/ @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids @amourv... #3pChat

#3pChat:EarthHeir: What about small social enterprises that cannot afford to be certified but are doing a whole lot of social good in fashion? #3pChat

fashnznclimate: @FilanthropicLtd most of those traditions are created by famous ads and placement that date back to Macys. #3pChat

@ triplepundit: QB: Eventually, clothing does need to be replaced. What’s being done to improve end of use impacts? #3pChat

@ triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utmPi w/ @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids @amourv... #3pChat

fashnznclimate: Remember to advertise! Go to @TwitterAds, take a few minutes to set some goals, start w/ $100 bucks per month and thank me later #3pChat

ZoeG POW: RT @EthicalFashionF: Fashion companies should value the triple bottom line because it’s good business... but also because it’s the right th... about 1 hour ago

@ triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utmPi w/ @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids @amourv... #3pChat

@ triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utmPi w/ @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids @amourv... #3pChat

@ triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utmPi w/ @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids @amourv... #3pChat

AmanSinghCSR: @anytropolis: BAM! RT @nicolercraft: #3pChat

Val c. anderson: RT @DhanaEcoKids: If we are what we eat, then we wear what we stand for - Shamini Dhana, founder DhanaEcoKids #3pChat

@ triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utmPi w/ @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids @amourv... #3pChat

@ triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utmPi w/ @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids @amourv... #3pChat

@ triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utmPi w/ @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids @amourv... #3pChat

@ triplepundit: Continue our discussion: ow.ly/utmPi w/ @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids @amourv... #3pChat
Unfortunately the lack of centralized certifications leaves consumers confused, and room for g...

about 1 hour ago

triplepundit: RT @TravisNoland: Want to continue the discussion? join @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids http://t.col/...

about 1 hour ago

RedressRaleigh: Proud to be a sponsor! RT @triplepundit: Please keep the chat rolling, and follow along on our series: ow.ly/utmP #3pChat

about 1 hour ago

othakap: RT @SusanHeaney: Idea: return to teaching to girls AND boys in schools so people know how to reuse & repair #apparel, not throw out...

about 1 hour ago

TweetPegauus: RT @PLVermeer: A8. Learn to upcycle #mend or refashion clothing to create new options from your old closet like this dress #3pChat http:/...

about 1 hour ago

Beltwits: RT @FairTradeUSA: @orange_harp @triplepundit Coffee was the flagship product for Fairtrade. It will take education & conscious consumers l...

about 1 hour ago

Backwysocks: RT @Nicalogical: @triplepundit Inspired by all these ideas! Its the ppl in this chat that will change the face of fashion. Gracias from Nic...

about 1 hour ago

IPMSDL - RT @Indigenous: Yes! RT @Filanthropictld A3: How can ethical not cost more? It is putting something other than profit first! #3pChat

about 1 hour ago

TravisNoland: Want to continue the discussion? join @Indigenous @LEVIS @MataTraders @Appalatch @FairTradeUSA @DhanaEcoKids ow.ly/utmP #3pChat

about 1 hour ago

IPMSDL - RT @Indigenous: RT @Appalatch Telling the personalized stories of the ingredients involved in creation will start to hit home with more and...

about 1 hour ago

IPMSDL - RT @Indigenous: RT @Appalatch Here’s an article about a recent @greenpeace report about toxins in children’s clothing: http://t.co/Gov50vWzY...

about 1 hour ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @triplepundit: THANKS for a phenomenal chat! The “official” questions are done, but please keep the chat rolling as long as you want! #...

about 1 hour ago

IPMSDL - RT @Indigenous: The #BtheChange campaign celebrates and rewards people supporting businesses that do good! ow.ly/ubutl @Bcorpora...

about 1 hour ago

EmstWaight: RT @Indigenous: @EmstWaight @amytopolis #EthicalFashion bloggers are doing more than they know to help spread the word. They lead by exampl...

about 2 hours ago

Nicalogical: @triplepundit Inspired by all these ideas! Its the ppl in this chat that will change the face of fashion. Gracias from Nicaragua #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

The “official” questions are done, but please keep the chat rolling as long as you want! #...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Follower</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
<th>Retweet</th>
<th>Like</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>elegantlyeco</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jesscadron</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>workfreelyblog</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TweetPegasus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alysecat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRiwire</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threadfairs</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREADproject</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keimibeth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLBfashion</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jeremiegualterm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataEco</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TheSusToolkit</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrangeSimonReid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KellyTalking</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>val c_anderson</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReclaimedShop</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EleArmiotti</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RameyRhodes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MarielleEijama</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EarthHeir</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ikitaG</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharfud26923168</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProjectTRANSFER</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mrgnwlls</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicalogical</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeIRandom</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nicolercroft1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charlieinsalone</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kjern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VeZuHa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VillaMariaPA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShaminiDhana</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSRWatchtower</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAUNCHNordic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ttorresconsult</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quindazzi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the acey</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spence Julia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedericaFms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorowot</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GreenGrade</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Beltwits: RT @K8Dillon: @triplepundit A6 I notice that people always feel good when they've bought something ethical but price seems to be major moti...

about 2 hours ago

paperarmour: RT @DLVermeer: A8. My policy is buy less, buy better, buy smarter: fewer garments of higher quality that will last longer. Also learned how...

about 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: Q9 A good org. to follow working to reduce the laundry footprint of #apparel is @ProjectLaundry, they encourage better practices #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: It’s been a pleasure!! Gracias por acompañarnos :) #3pChat • #fashion • #sustainable • #ethical • #fairtrade • #slowfashion XD

about 2 hours ago

MarissaR1: RT @nickaster: RT @triplepundit: Please keep the chat rolling, and follow along on our series: ow.ly/utmPj #3pChat @TravisNoland

about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @EmsWaight: @DLVermeer @K8Dillon @triplepundit @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis Great chat! Thanks for links & ideas of things to follow up t...

about 2 hours ago

SaltsClothing: Useful. Pretty. Ethical. Wearable. #3pChat http://t.co/pzVuTuWn9z

about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A9 Use alternative materials that need less water (eg Tencel) hemp, choosing eco-friendly appliances. :) #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @FairTradeUSA: @triplepundit Thanks so much to you & @FightPoverty for hosting a great sustainable fashion chat! #3pChat Awesome discuss...

about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @GatherSee: Exciting chat on #3pChat. We will be pushing the #sustainablefashion and #ethicalfashion agenda with our launch next month. ...

about 2 hours ago

VOppezza: #3pChat great conversation!hope anybody can share online resources(for materials/contacts/edu)for fashionstartups that aim to be sustainable

about 2 hours ago

nickaster: RT @DhanaEcoKids: If we are what we eat, then we wear what we stand for - Shamini Dhana, founder DhanaEcoKids #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @TheSusToolkit: Great conversation about #sustyfashion this morning with @triplepundit @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer...

about 2 hours ago

3pPodium: RT @DhanaEcoKids: If we are what we eat, then we wear what we stand for - Shamini Dhana, founder DhanaEcoKids #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

3blnow: RT @DhanaEcoKids: If we are what we eat, then we wear what we stand for - Shamini Dhana, founder DhanaEcoKids #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

EmsWaight: @DLVermeer @K8Dillon @triplepundit @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis Great chat! Thanks for links & ideas of things to follow up too #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

fshornyleanct: However, they don't call me the #FreshPrinceofCleantech for nothing! I make ads that #movetheneedle! #3pChat

about 2 hours ago
RedressRaleigh: RT @SaltClothing: It baffles me that we even need a #fairtrade logo. Human decency should dictate that NOT exploiting ppl is the norm in o...
about 2 hours ago

@amytropolis: @MataTraders @SusanHeaney @Beltwits @triplepundit @Stefaniemcd Follow food & Building for sure. Show health benefits! #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

GatherSee: Exciting chat on #3pChat. We will be pushing the #sustainablefashion and #ethicalfashion agenda with our launch next month. stay tuned.
about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @DLVermeer: A8. Learn to #upcycle #mend or #refashion clothing to create new options from your old closet like this dress #3pChat http://...
about 2 hours ago

DhanaEcoKids: If we are what we eat, then we wear what we stand for - Shamini Dhana, founder DhanaEcoKids #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

DLVermeer: RT @Indigenous: YES! RT @SusanHeaney Idea: return to teaching #sewing to girls AND boys in schools so people know how to reuse & repair #ap...
about 2 hours ago

ameisagling: RT @EmsWaight: A2 Throwaway fast fashion is never sustainable, need to encourage clothes to be worn longer & bought second-hand more often ... about 2 hours ago

ameisagling: RT @triplepundit: Q2: And environment? What are the top environmental issues facing the global fashion supply chain? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Fashion2cleaners: @SaltsClothing @Appalatch I'm a #CreativeDirector for my own ad agency and I trust me, I'm doing ads for #Cleantech! It's not easy #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

SaltsClothing: This is my effort in inspiring consumers. Take a look at the fun video I made recently. bit.ly/L78rWH #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: @triplepundit @fightpoverty TY for the tweet chat! #EthicalFashion has strong and vocal fighters on its’ side. #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

workfreelyblog: RT @nadiralamrad: @triplepundit if sustainability is not a core value, internalized within organizational logic, this will never happen #3p...
about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @EmsWaight: A9 Industry can encourage better washing practices through advertising. Wash at 30 campaigns by M&S & Persil start to make i...
about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @EmsWaight: A9: saving money on electricity bills is great incentive for people to wash less and line dry if eco benefits doesn't do it ... about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @orange_harp: @Appalatch def similarities. Challenge is getting ppl to care about what goes on their body as much as what goes in it. #3...
about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @triplepundit: Please keep the chat rolling, and follow along on our series: shrd.ly/66QmEq #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Threadfairs: @sainsburys fantastic thank! Keep up the good work what are your long term aspirations on ethical and organic apparel? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

FairTradeUSA: @triplepundit Thanks so much to you & @FightPoverty for hosting a great sustainable fashion chat! #3pChat Awesome discussions!
about 2 hours ago
RT @MataTraders: @SusanHeaney @amytropolis @Beltwits @triplepundit But @Stefaniamcd made a great point: twitter.com/Stefaniamcdост... #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Great conversation about #sustyfashion this morning with @triplepundit @EmsWaigt @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @3pChat
about 2 hours ago

@K8Dillon @triplepundit @EmsWaigt @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer Thanks for a great #3pChat! Stay in touch!
about 2 hours ago

RT @triplepundit: THANKS for a phenomenal chat! The “official” questions are done, but please keep the chat rolling as long as you want! #...
about 2 hours ago

That’s true to an extent however shopping styles are like family traditions: shop new, shop small biz, shop thrift #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Please keep the chat rolling, and follow along on our series: ow.ly/utmPj #3pChat @TravisNoland
about 2 hours ago

@K8Dillon @triplepundit @EmsWaigt @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer its been a pleasure!!! #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

A.9 Use alternative materials that need less water (eg Tencel) hemp, choosing eco-friendly appliances. ;)
#3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Please keep the chat rolling, and follow along on our series: ow.ly/utmPj #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

A2. Environmental issues in fashion supply chain are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T...
about 2 hours ago

A.9 Use alternative materials that need less water (eg Tencel) hemp, choosing eco-friendly appliances. ;)
#3pChat
about 2 hours ago

RT @triplepundit: THANKS for a phenomenal chat! The “official” questions are done, but please keep the chat rolling as long as you want! #...
about 2 hours ago

That is the day we are working toward! #endslavery #3pchat @FightPoverty
about 2 hours ago

Appalatch: That agrees with @Appalatch that more ppl need to care and the vision of @frshpznclntc that ads need improving. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

ATT Apparel comps. can partner w/ nonprofits like @E3signal @GoodWorldTech @LeviStraussFdn to invest in sustainable deve...
about 2 hours ago

We need to provide for an accounting of the true cost of the tee. When we account for environmental damage it's more $ #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Evidence suggests any shareprice drop is short term. Long term “good kids” pay off. #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

A8 Make garments to last, then try and re-use, if not possible, recycle! #shwopping #3pChat @triplepundit
about 2 hours ago

Evidence suggests any shareprice drop is short term. Long term “good kids” pay off. #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

A8 Make garments to last, then try and re-use, if not possible, recycle! #shwopping #3pChat @triplepundit
about 2 hours ago
FightPoverty: RT @nadiralamrad @triplepundit brands need to put themselves in their shoes & argue 4 sustainability in a way that makes sense to developi... about 2 hours ago

DhanaEcoKids: @PaulaGrayChic Let's make Upcycling the norm #3pChat about 2 hours ago

Endeva: Q9. KEY: working w/other actors in the inclusivebusiness ecosystem! NGOs, foundations have means to work w/industry&educate consumers #3pChat about 2 hours ago

the acey: RT @EthicalFashionF Fashion companies should value the triple bottom line because it's good business... but also because it's the right th... about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @DLVermeer A9. Utilize design thinking to find easier, more sustainable ways to reduce energy & environmental costs of washing/drying c... about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @Appalatch By far, we think biggest challenge is to get consumers to care, not how to make ethical, long-lasting apparel at affordable ... about 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: RT @SaltsClothing It baffles me that we even need a #fairtrade logo. Human decency should dictate that NOT exploiting ppl is the norm in o... about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @EmsWaight A9: saving money on electricity bills is great incentive for people to wash less and line dry if eco benefits doesn't do it ... about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @EmsWaight A9 Industry can encourage better washing practices through advertising. Wash at 30 campaigns by M&S & Persil start to make i... about 2 hours ago

orange_harp: @Appalatch the key is messaging and the beauty of the products. We've had so many years of bad marketing! #3pChat about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @FightPoverty Q9. Clothing's main footprint is consumers washing. How can industry encourage better practices beyond their control? #3pChat... about 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: RT @DLVermeer @triplepundit will shareholders accept 10%ROE instead of 25% for being good kids on the block? No! Cue immediate shareprice no... about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: YES! RT @SusanHeaney Idea: return to teaching #sewing to girls AND boys in schools so people know how to reuse & repair #apparel #3pChat about 2 hours ago

triplepundit: Please keep the chat rolling, and follow along on our series: ow.ly/utmPj #3pChat about 2 hours ago

Threadfairs: @sainsbury @Tesco @asda consumers want organic cotton as well as organic food - be the catalyst for mainstreaming ethical clothing #3chat about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @DLVermeer A9. Utilize design thinking to find easier, more sustainable ways to reduce energy & environmental costs of washing/drying c... about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: @SusanHeaney @amytropolis @Beltwits @triplepundit But @Stefaniamcd made a great point: twitter.com/Stefaniamcd/st... #3pChat about 2 hours ago

FilanthropicLtd: maybe #fastfasion is a symptom of the wider Breakdown in ethics? People only care about theirselves #3pChat
About 2 hours ago

Dorowot: @ethicalfashion @fightpoverty that would require rewriting capitalism #3pchat

About 2 hours ago

KBDillon: @triplepundit @EmWaignt @PaulaGrayChic @amytopolis @DLVermeer its been a pleasure!!! #3pchat

About 2 hours ago

FairTradeUSA: RT @EthicalFashionF: Fashion companies should value the triple bottom line because it’s good business... but also because it’s the right th...

About 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: RT @nadiralamrad @triplepundit: If sustainability is not a core value, internalized within organizational logic, this will never happen #3p...

About 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A.7 (Cont) ... develop new works in little communities and make important actors in the supply chain. #3pchat

About 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: RT @DLVermeer: A8. My policy is buy less, buy better, buy smarter: fewer garments of higher quality that will last longer. Also learned how...

About 2 hours ago

Ecoplum: Hope to see some of you tonight at @greendrinksnyc eco style and fashion event! ow.ly/utmBf #3pchat

About 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A.9 Upcycling upcycling upcycling! ;) #3pChat

About 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: RT @FightPoverty: Q9. Clothing’s main footprint is consumers washing. How can industry encourage better practices beyond their control? #3p...

About 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: #This MT: @EmWaignt A6 #fairtrade foundation label now well-recognised but assumption= fair trade product when actual...

About 2 hours ago

SusanHeaney: Idea: return to teaching #sewing to girls AND boys in schools so people know how to reuse & repair #apparel, not throw out #3pchat

About 2 hours ago

TaraSawa: RT @Canopyplanet: A8: Fabrics from recycled materials. Will reduce pressure on our #forests #3pChat canopystyle.org/forests/ #endangered

About 2 hours ago

DhanaEcoKids: @FightPoverty provide key steps to taking action, collaborate with brands to empower change #3pchat

About 2 hours ago

Appalatch: @Fightpoverty We put on labels to hand wash and line dry but if you must, you can machine wash and dry. #3pChat

About 2 hours ago

SaltsClothing: RT @Appalatch: By far, we think biggest challenge is to get consumers to care, not how to make ethical, long-lasting apparel at affordable ...

About 2 hours ago

EmWaignt: A9: saving money on electricity bills is great incentive for people to wash less and line dry if eco benefits doesn’t do it for them #3pChat

About 2 hours ago

SaltsClothing: @Appalatch Completely agreed!! Its interesting how the ppl making the stuff can see this point very clearly. Us on the front lines! #3pchat

About 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: RT @orange_harp: @Appalatch def similarities. Challenge is getting ppl to care about what goes on their body as much as what goes in it. #3...
WAOFrancesca: RT @FairTradeUSA: Did you know @patagonia is launching #FairTrade styles in the fall? fairtrd.us/1kDoxz #3pChat #sustainablefashion

about 2 hours ago

therapy recycle: RT @Stefaniemcd: Look to food for lessons: We need to get consumers to care about what they wear as much as what they eat #SustainableFashion...

about 2 hours ago

GatherSee: RT @ZoeGPowell @DLVermeer I totally agree. I've been doing this all my life. My parents taught me about ethics, about food/clothing/lifes...

about 2 hours ago

KB Dillon: @FightPoverty @triplepundit A9 I prefer apparel cos focus on what they CAN control & let regulators manage efficiency standards #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: @FightPoverty it costs more if goal is to keep high profit margins. But the ethical task is to avoid this as main/only goal. #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

frshprnzcleantc: @ZoeGPowell @DLVermeer I'm busy teaching to my kids. #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

Radicalamadri: @triplepundit brands need to put themselves in their shoes & argue 4 sustainability in a way that makes sense to developing world #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

Threadfairs: @triplepundit apparel companies must invest for change! @peopletree are a powerful example of an ethical and integrated supply chain #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

TavaresGroup: @Threadfairs @GatherSee good idea for companies like @refresh to advertise right in the store about sustainability practices #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

Stefaniemcd: Need established brands trying or poised to make better clothing to join convo & be loud, proud about it #3pChat #SustainableFashion

about 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: Q8 RE replacing #apparel: I'm excited to see more organizations recycling & refashioning. Clothing swaps are great too! #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

SuppleOrganics: @marieforleo yeah, it's a great conversation. Ride the #3pchat wave on how to move forward with eco fashion, ethical fashion, fair trade.

about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @FightPoverty: Q9. Clothing's main footprint is consumers washing. How can industry encourage better practices beyond their control? #3p...

about 2 hours ago

EmsWeight: A9 Industry can encourage better washing practices through advertising. Wash at 30 campaigns by M&S & Persil start to make it norm #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

triplepundit: THANKS for a phenomenal chat! The “official” questions are done, but please keep the chat rolling as long as you want! #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

DLVermeer: A9. Utilize design thinking to find easier, more sustainable ways to reduce energy & environmental costs of washing/drying clothes #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @DLVermeer: A8. My policy is buy less, buy better, buy smarter: fewer garments of higher quality that will last longer. Also learned how...
ZoeGPowell: @DLVermeer I totally agree. I’ve been doing this all my life. My parents taught me about ethics, about food/clothing/lifestyle #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @EthicalFashionF: Fashion companies should value the triple bottom line because it's good business... but also because it's the right th...

about 2 hours ago

workfreelyblog: @triplepundit Absolutely. Unfortunately the lack of centralized certifications leaves consumer confused, and room for greenwashing #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @LocalButtons: A8 clothing needs to be made to last and designed for end of life either to be easily up-cycled to a new garment or down...

about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @3pPodium: apropos: @Patagonia & @FairTradeUSA have a new fair trade agreement: shrd.by/8Vq2S3 #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

TavaresGroup: RT @Threadfairs: @GatherSee absolutely the power of feel good fashion has huge potential the idea needs mainstreaming, supermarkets could d...

about 2 hours ago

anytropolis: RT @LocalButtons: A8 clothing needs to be made to last and designed for end of life either to be easily up-cycled to a new garment or down...

about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @GatherSee: We need the press to latch on to #sustainablefashion brands- the more people become aware of how powerful their choices are ...

about 2 hours ago

KBDDillon: @EmsWeight @triplepundit #3pchat @patagonia has a similar partnership with common threads

about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: RT @FightPoverty Q9 Clothing’s main footprint is consumers washing. How can industry encourage better practices beyond their control #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

JFaulknerLA: RT @orange_harp: @GatherSee @JFaulknerLA @DavidPeckUSA @SkunkfunkUSA @PURAKAI to name a few. Incredible missions behind beautiful clothes. ...

about 2 hours ago

Appalatch: By far, we think biggest challenge is to get consumers to care, not how to make ethical, long-lasting apparel at affordable prices. #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: Q8 #reverselogistics industry is booming b/c people love #fastfashion! Sadly, overconsumption is a terrible look for job creation. #3PChat

about 2 hours ago

GatherSee: RT @Threadfairs: @GatherSee absolutely the power of feel good fashion has huge potential the idea needs mainstreaming, supermarkets could d...

about 2 hours ago

TravisNoland: RT @orange_harp: @FairTradeUSA @triplepundit interesting how it’s taken off with coffee. How do we make it that way for every thing we cons...

about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @EthicalFashionF: Fashion companies should value the triple bottom line because it's good business... but also because it's the right th...

about 2 hours ago

nadiralamrad: @triplepundit... build a business/economic case for supply chain partners to invest in sustainability & for gov'ts to encourage this #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

Ecoplum: RT @DLVermeer: A8. Learn to #upcycle #mend or #refashion clothing to create new options from your old closet
RT @DLVermeer: A8. My policy is buy less, buy better, buy smarter: fewer garments of higher quality that will last longer. Also learned how t...

RT @Indigenous: RT @DLVermeer: buy less, buy better, buy smarter: fewer garments of higher quality that will last longer. Also learned how t...

Q9. Clothing's main footprint is consumers washing. How can industry encourage better practices beyond their control? #3pChat

A8. clothing needs to be made to last and designed for end of life either to be easily up-cycled to a new garment or down-...

Also, get excited, @wearpact is launching its first #FairTrade apparel line: fairtrd.us/1keXAqS #3pChat #sustainablefashion

What people don't realize is that it has NEVER been for free. Always questions free. #3pchat
3pPodium: apropos: @Patagonia & @FairTradeUSA have a new fair trade agreement: ow.ly/UtYTu #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @DLVermeer: A8. My policy is buy less, buy better, buy smarter: fewer garments of higher quality that will last longer. Also learned how...
about 2 hours ago

SusanHeaney: Nice! I love to sew @DLVermeer Learn to #upcycle #mend #refashion clothing to create new options like this http://t.co/Q6BY9ptCA #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @triplepundit: Q8 Eventually, clothing does need to be replaced. What's being done to improve end of use impacts? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

SusanHeaney: RT @AmanSinghCSR: @TheSusToolkit It does seem to be on the rise. But would love to see data reflect that. #3pChat @KBDillon
about 2 hours ago

EthicalFashionF: Fashion companies should value the triple bottom line because it's good business... but also because it's the right thing to do! #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Appalatch: RT @Indigenous: RT @DLVermeer buy less, buy better, buy smarter: fewer garments of higher quality that will last longer. Also learned how t...
about 2 hours ago

luxch: MT @DLVermeer: A8: Learn to #upcycle #mend #refashion or #share clothing. Participate in the #collaborativeeconomy! #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Fash_Rev: RT @Threadfairs: @THREADproject @Fash_Rev transparency and options consumers can push retailers for ethical alternatives #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

FilanthropicLtd: RT @SaltsClothing: It baffles me that we even need a #fairtrade logo. Human decency should dictate that NOT exploiting ppl is the norm in o...
about 2 hours ago

nicoleycrdtl: Co's like @EFampersand RT @TaraSawa Collaboration & leadership from brands are key: like leaders on #forest & #fashion @Canopyplanet #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

TaylorAllynMode: RT @FairTradeUSA: Did you know @patagonia is launching #FairTrade styles in the fall? fairtrd.us/1kJOsxb #3pChat #sustainablefashion
about 2 hours ago

frshprnzcleantc: @TheSusToolkit @SaltsClothing I think #mobileads will #movetheneedle! I made this ad for the Chevy Volt: #3pChat http://t.co/bOV5xquq48
about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @Nicalogical: Ethic. fashion need NOT cost more. Flip triangle: Instead of few ppl making $ at top, spread to labourors. Same prices, fa...
about 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: RT @orange_harp: @GatherSee @EFaulknerLA @DavidPeckUSA @SkunkfunkUSA @PURAKAI to name a few. Incredible missions behind beautiful clothes. ...
about 2 hours ago

Padiralamrad: @triplepundit: Also serious work on mainstreaming the idea of responsible fashion & increase awareness of the impact of fast fashion #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

TravisNoland: A7: Follow the lead of pioneers like @Threads4Thought @Indigenous @LulanArtsians @Collabriv @indego_africa #3pChat triplepundit.com/topic/sustaina...
about 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: RT @Nicalogical: Ethic. fashion need NOT cost more. Flip triangle: Instead of few ppl making $ at top, spread to
labourors. Same prices, fa...

PaulaGrayChic: A8 By developing & investing in new technologies, receiving support from Governments i.e. applying special inductions of taxes, Cont #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

DhanaEcoKids: Our clothes are a true reflection of the people of this planet - 'We're Wearin' the World #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

mrgnwlls: RT @DLVermeer: A1. Apparel factory labor issues range from unsafe conditions to harmful chemicals to debt bondage to child labor and more #…

about 2 hours ago

Threadfairs: @sainsburys @tesco @asda how about offering fairtrade and organic clothing as well as good options? #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

WAOFrancesca: RT @MiniFund: RT @Appalatch: How do we make the movement for sust #fashion like movement for local or #organic foods? Seems like some simil...

about 2 hours ago

GatherSee: We need the press to latch on to #sustainablefashion brands- the more people become aware of how powerful their choices are #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @TheSusToolkit: @SaltsClothing Communication and transparency where it matters - adverts/branding right in the store #3chat

about 2 hours ago

Appalatch: @orange_harp and why you are around...to help people to care with spot on messaging and content creation #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @KB Dillon: @amytropolis @FightPoverty @Beltwits @triplepundit its hard to get people to pay for what they've always gotten for free... #…

about 2 hours ago

SusanHeaney: @amytropolis @Beltwits @triplepundit People used 2 consuming & Under-valuing for long time. Will take time to get people to care. #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

EmsWaight: A8 Barbour take back their jackets for rewaxing and repairing to ensure the garment's longevity in the market @Barbour #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: RT @DLVermeer: buy less, buy better, buy smarter: fewer garments of higher quality that will last longer. Also learned how to sew! #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

SaltClothing: It baffles me that we even need a #fairtrade logo. Human decency should dictate that NOT exploiting ppl is the norm in our society! #3chat

about 2 hours ago

LocalButtons: A8 clothing needs to be made to last and designed for end of life either to be easily up-cycled to a new garment or down-cycled #3chat

about 2 hours ago

TavaresGroup: @DLVermeer: A8 perhaps companies can take this life cycle approach in their sustainability programs #3chat

about 2 hours ago

Threadfairs: @THREADproject @Fash_Rev transparency and options consumers can push retailers for ethical alternatives #3pchat

about 2 hours ago
K8Dillon: @amytropolis @FightPoverty @Beltwits @triplepundit it's hard to get people to pay for what they've always gotten for free... #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Dorowot: @triplepundit will shareholders accept 10%ROE instead of 25% for being good kids on the block? No! Cue immediate shareprice nosedive #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @DLVermeer: A7 Apparel comps. can partner w/ nonprofits like @bsrherproject @GoodWorldTech @LeviStraussFdn to invest in sustainable deve...
about 2 hours ago

Appalatch: RT @DLVermeer: A8. Learn to upcycle #mend or refashion clothing to create new options from your old closet like this dress #3pChat http/...
about 2 hours ago

EcoPlum: @orange_harp our skin is our biggest organ - shouldn't we care about what chemicals go ON it? #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

EthicalFashionF: RT @Indigenous: @triplepundit: Q6: Certain certifications go a long way in communicating the #Ethics of a company, @Bcorporation @FairTrade...
about 2 hours ago

DhanaEcoKids: It's time to invest in our kids - in what they wear #investinkidswear @triplepundit #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @triplepundit: Q8 Eventually, clothing does need to be replaced. What's being done to improve end of use impacts? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Fash_Rev: RT @amytropolis: @Fash_Rev The public will be involved no matter what...The choice is by force or by choice. @triplepundit #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

alysecato: RT @DLVermeer: A8. Learn to upcycle #mend or refashion clothing to create new options from your old closet like this dress #3pChat http/...
about 2 hours ago

dklingelhoets: RT @FairTradeUSA: Did you know @patagonia is launching #FairTrade styles in the fall? fairtrd.us/1kJOsxb #3pChat #sustainablefashion
about 2 hours ago

KB Dillon: @triplepundit A8 Its all about design and quality - low hanging fruits of innovation #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Nickaster: RT @Joe_Sibilia: everyday we must be the change we seek by changing our clothes #3pChat (oh you guys!)
about 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: RT @triplepundit: Q8 Eventually, clothing does need to be replaced. What's being done to improve end of use impacts? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

SaltsClothing: Yes! ;)@orange_harp @triplepundit Coffee was the flagship product for #FairTrade, it will take education & conscious consumers! #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @triplepundit: Q8 Eventually, clothing does need to be replaced. What's being done to improve end of use impacts? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: @Beltwits @Indigenous @triplepundit Yeah, we're working on getting on evvveveryone's radar! But we hear ya. #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

EthicalFashionF: RT @DhanaEcoKids: How we treat people & care for the environment represents what we #value in life @triplepundit #3pChat
about 2 hours ago
FightPoverty: RT @TavaresGroup: @Triplepundit include community and stakeholder engagement as part of their sustainability program #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

EthicalFashion: RT @Triplepundit: Q7: How specifically could apparel companies invest in the developing world to stabilize and sustainably grow their econo...
about 2 hours ago

DiVermeer: AB, Learn to #upcycle #mend or #refashion clothing to create new options from your old closet like this dress #3pChat http://t.co/VlIAE07VQV
about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @FilanthropicLtd: @Triplepundit people need to see where there money is going, story telling through design http://t.co/KCJPQ0Hb4 #3pChat...
about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: @MataTraders Let's connect about the Fair Trace Tool. It's how we're connecting consumers with artisans + we want to share it! #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

SS Magee: RT @Triplepundit: Q8 Eventually, clothing does need to be replaced. What's being done to improve end of use impacts? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

radiralamrad: @Triplepundit if sustainability is not a core value, internalized within organizational logic, this will never happen #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Ecoplum: @Triplepundit AB - Upcycle old clothing into new fashion items! #3chat
about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A.7 (Cont) ... develop new works in little communities and make important actors in the supply chain. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

DiVermeer: AB, My policy is buy less, buy better, buy smarter: fewer garments of higher quality that will last longer. Also learned how to sew! #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

luxcoll: RT @Triplepundit: Q8 Eventually, clothing does need to be replaced. What's being done to improve end of use impacts? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @amytropolis: @Beltwits @Triplepundit People have gotten used 2 consuming & Under-valuing for a long time. Will take time to get people …
about 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: #This MT: @EmsWaight A6 #Fairtrade foundation label now well-recognised but assumption= fair trade product when actually just fibre #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

MarissaR1: RT @SaltsClothing: 3 ways 2 increase demand 4 #ethical clothing. 1.Better adverts/branding by labels 2.Educate consumers 3. Support those m...
about 2 hours ago

FairTradeUSA: Did you know @patagonia is launching #FairTrade styles in the fall? faotrde.us/kjOoxb #3pChat #sustainablefashion
about 2 hours ago

Jackwysocki: RT @Joe_Sibilia: everyday we must be the change we seek by changing our clothes #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

orange_harp: @Appalatch def similarities. Challenge is getting ppl to care about what goes on their body as much as what goes in it. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Threadfairs: @Stefaniamcd @GatherSee the difference is that large food retailers are offering alternatives as consumers we should demand these #3pchat
TavaresGroup: @FREIGHTxFASHION it needs to be done at the store so consumers can see it rather than only going online #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @triplepundit Q8 Eventually, clothing does need to be replaced. What's being done to improve end of use impacts? #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

frshprnzcleantc: @DLVermeer @truecostmovie @storyofstuff Yes, I have and I started buying from thrift stores, yard sales, and vintage shops. #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A.7 (Cont) I think companies can make a change through education, workshops, and tech occupations... (Cont) #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

FilanthropicLtd: @triplepundit people need to see where there money is going, story telling through design http://t.co/cOfQOHqy #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

TheSusToolkit: @SaltsClothing Communication and transparency where it matters - adverts/branding right in the store #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: @Fash_Rev The public will be involved no matter what...The choice is by force or by choice. @triplepundit #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

TavaresGroup: @MataTraders @SaltsClothing @PaulaGrayChic how about also educating the sales associates? #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

DhanaEcoKids: "Kids are our Natural Ambassadors" -let's empower & inspire them #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

Nicalogical: Ethic, fashion need NOT cost more. Flip triangle: Instead of few ppl making $ at top, spread to labourors. Same prices, fair wages?#3pchat

about 2 hours ago

triplepundit: Q8 Eventually, clothing does need to be replaced. What's being done to improve end of use impacts? #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

GoodWorldTech: RT @DLVermeer A7 Apparel comps. can partner w/ nonprofits like @psrproject @GoodWorldTech @LeviStraussFdn to invest in sustainable deve...

about 2 hours ago

Jackwysocki: RT @FairTradeUSA: Thanks to conscious consumers & dedicated businesses, there are great #FairTrade apparel options. List here: http://t.co/...

about 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: Q6 #apparel #certifications can be strategically placed “in your face” online, #sustainable #retailers raising awareness do this! #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: @orange_harp @GatherSee @FauknerLA @DavidPeckUSA @SkunkfunkUSA @PURAKAI to name a few. Incredible missions behind beautiful clothes. ...

about 2 hours ago

Joe_Sibilis: everyday we must be the change we seek by changing our clothes #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

MiniFund: RT @Appalatch: How do we make the movement for just #fashion like movement for local or #organic foods? Seems like some similarities #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

orange_harp: @GatherSee @FauknerLA @DavidPeckUSA @SkunkfunkUSA @PURAKAI to name a few. Incredible missions behind beautiful clothes. #3pChat

about 2 hours ago
MataTraders: RT @SusanHeaney Price matters, too. @GatherSee Key = make #sustainable #ethical #fashion aesthetically beautiful. Amazing brands leading t... about 2 hours ago

Fash_Rev: RT @THREADProject Sustainable fashion must be cradle to cradle - full transparency with brands and citizens who care http://t.co/OWdbbPNzU... about 2 hours ago

FairTradeUSA: @orange_harp @triplepundit Coffee was the flagship product for #FairTrade, it will take education & conscious consumers like you! #3pChat about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A7 Presenting projects, ideas, and making synergy with established organizations that already work with development countries. cont #3pChat about 2 hours ago

BizSocially: RT @GatherSee Key is to make #Sustainable & #ethical fashion aesthetically beautiful. Plenty of amazing brands leading the way. #3pChat about 2 hours ago

TaraSawa: RT @amytropolis Bring the people to the stories. @triplepundit #3pchat about 2 hours ago

ahmeefr: Любовь не знает невозможное #3pChat about 2 hours ago

DLVermeer: RT @frshprnzcleantc Have you checked out documentaries @truecostmovie or @storyofstuff? ethicalfashion #3pChat about 2 hours ago

DhanaEcoKids: @Joe_Sibilia Curiosity for more meaning and information will be attained via web & Fair Trade Trace Tools #3pChat about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: @amytropolis No, but we love @patagonia and all the great work they've done. We'll check it out! TTY! #3pChat about 2 hours ago

KB Dillon: RT @DLVermeer A7 Apparel comps. can partner w/ nonprofits like @bsherproject @GoodWorldTech @LevStraussFdn to invest in sustainable deve... about 2 hours ago

annabaddil0: RT @FairTradeUSA Thanks to conscious consumers & dedicated businesses, there are great #FairTrade apparel options. List here: http://t.co/... about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @MataTraders @amytropolis @orsoladecastro @Indigenous We <3 to tell the stories, for us the challenge = getting out there so people wil... about 2 hours ago

tHERAPY_recycle: RT @triplepundit Q7: How specifically could apparel companies invest in the developing world to stabilize and sustainably grow their econo... about 2 hours ago

lauriejlee: RT @FightPoverty Join us in 5 Mins: #3pChat on Sustainability in #Fashion w/ @triplepundit bit.ly/SustFash3pChat http://t.co/PrF5uAhLC
RedressRaleigh: RT @KD Dillon: @Triplepundit A7 Apparel cos could coordinate owning/operating factories, controlling quality and labor issues while creating...

MataTraders: @SaltsClothing @PaulaGrayChic Educating is the first step. Then we can move on to a shift in consumer habits, maybe? #3pChat

SaltsClothing: 3 ways 2 increase demand 4 #ethical clothing. 1. Better adverts/branding by labels 2. Educate consumers 3. Support those making it! #3pChat

MarissaR1: RT @TheOpenLabel: @TravisNoland we're creating a platform for people to discover the product info of their most trusted friends and orgs. 5...

TaraSawa: @workfreelyblog @Triplepundit Yes transparency! An understanding of raw materials - like if #forests - in the supply chain is key #3pChat

MataTraders: @amytropolis @orsoladecastro @indigenous We <3 to tell the stories, for us the challenge = getting out there so people will see it. #3pChat

ZoeGPowell: RT @FilanthropicLtd: Trying to make most consumers buy #ethical will happen if they see something they love regardless of ethics #3pChat

Stefaniamcd: RT @THREADproject: Sustainable fashion must be cradle to cradle - full transparency with brands and citizens who care http://t.co/OWdbbPnzu...

PaulaGrayChic: RT @Triplepundit: Q7: How specifically could apparel companies invest in the developing world to stabilize and sustainably grow their econo...

Fash_Rev: RT @judithrosario: #3pChat we might like to look at producers of #WFTO 400 organisations around the world whose 10 principles are key to...

therAPYrecycle: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A.6 (cont) .. so I think we are in process to make more #conscious consumers! #3pChat

RedressRaleigh: RT @Triplepundit: Q7: How specifically could apparel companies invest in the developing world to stabilize and sustainably grow their econo...

Fash_Rev: RT @amytropolis: BAM! RT @nicolerycroft1: @triplepundit @amytropolis Re Q6 consumers & cert - UK has seen 72% growth in ethical sales in 2 ...

orange_harp: @FairTradeUSA @triplepundit Interesting how it's taken off with coffee. How do we make it that way for everything we consume? #3pChat

ZoeGPowell: RT @Appalatch: How do we make the movement for sustainable fashion like the movement for local or organic foods? Seems like some similarti...

fashxpsych: I would love to wake up one morning and see ethcial fashion achieve a @ChipotleTweets moment where advertising vid goes viral. #3pChat

luxcott: @orange_harp @EmSwight #3pChat Renting is more sustainable than buying cheap dresses whose production negatively impacts our planet.
PaulaGrayChic: RT @SaltsClothing: @PaulaGrayChic That's true here as well. Ethical fashion users are a very small segment in North America. #3pchat I spend ...

workfreelyblog: RT @Stefaniamcd: Look to food for lessons: We need to get consumers to care about what they wear as much as what they eat #SustainableFash... about 2 hours ago

orsoladecastro: RT @amytropolis: BAM! RT @nicolerycroft1: @Triplepundit @amytropolis Re Q6 consumers & cert - UK has seen 72% growth in ethical sales in 2 ... about 2 hours ago

Stefaniamcd: RT @amytropolis: @Triplepundit I also think consumers need to be educated and I see trans-media storytelling being a big piece moving forwa... about 2 hours ago

aytingb: RT @Appalatch: How do we make the movement for sustainable fashion like the movement for local or organic foods? Seems like some similariti... about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A.6 Consumers in my country are just beginning to understand what organic means, what is Fair Trade, what is sustainable... about 2 hours ago

workfreelyblog: @FightPoverty A5. Limited editions are hot commodities so why not? Quality over quantity #3pChat about 2 hours ago

3pPodium: RT @ShareEcoKids: Kids are curios by nature - we have a responsibility to educate them on their clothes - impacting people & planet. #3pChat about 2 hours ago

whole88cloth: RT @FightPoverty: Q5. Fast Fashion encourages clothing not built to last. Sell more, profit more. Can you run a profitable business selling... about 2 hours ago

SusanHeaney: Price matters, too. @GatherSee Key = make #sustainable #ethical #fashion aesthetically beautiful. Amazing brands leading the way. #3pChat about 2 hours ago

CharlieTheVern: RT @emelina: Follow @DLVermeer talking about ethical fashion and #socialjustice right now! #3pChat about 2 hours ago

orsoladecastro: RT @RedressRaleigh: RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: Q5 #3pChat Planned Obsolesence is a trademark of #fastfashion #apparel. Promoting quality over qua... about 2 hours ago

DLVermeer: RT @Appalatch: How do we make the movement for sustainable fashion like the movement for local or organic foods? Seems like some similariti... about 2 hours ago

Ecoplum: @Stefaniamcd Agreed!! The food revolution is the precursor to the fashion revolution! ow.ly/u6k9D #3pchat about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A.5 totally!! ;) #SlowFashion #3pChat about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: BAM! RT @nicolerycroft1: @Triplepundit @amytropolis Re Q6 consumers & cert - UK has seen 72% growth in ethical sales in 2 yrs #3pchat about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: @Beltwits @Triplepundit People have gotten used 2 consuming & Under-valuing for a long time. Will take time to get people to care. #3pchat about 2 hours ago

tavaresgrou: @Triplepundit include community and stakeholder engagement as part of their sustainability program #3pchat about 2 hours ago
GatherSee: RT @FilanthropicLtd: Trying to make most consumers buy #ethical will happen if they see something they love regardless of ethics #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Threadfairs: RT @GatherSee: The key is to make #Sustainable and #ethical fashion aesthetically beautiful. Plenty of amazing brands leading the way. #3pCh
about 2 hours ago

Appalatch: How do we make the movement for sustainable fashion like the movement for local or organic foods? Seems like some similarities #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

fashioncleant: RT @MataTraders @TwitterAds Trust me, you’ll thank me later! #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

DhanaEcoKids: @3pPodium @Indigenous @triplepundit agreed - brand transparency is a hot issue these days #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @TheOpenLabel: @TravisNoland we’re creating a platform for people to discover the product info of their most trusted friends and orgs. S...
about 2 hours ago

nallyntaylor: RT @GatherSee: The key is to make #Sustainable and #ethical fashion aesthetically beautiful. Plenty of amazing brands leading the way. #3pCh...
about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @triplepundit: Q7: How specifically could apparel companies invest in the developing world to stabilize and sustainably grow their econo...
about 2 hours ago

DLVermeer: Apparel comps. can partner w/ nonprofits like @beherproject @GoodWorldTech @LeviStraussFdn to invest in sustainable development #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

TravisNoland: RT @Joe_Sibilia: @DhanaEcoKids the next generation will inspire us by their consciousness and concern #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

AmanSinghCSR: RT @BizSocially: RT @Joe_Sibilia: @DhanaEcoKids the next generation will inspire us by their consciousness and concern #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

GatherSee: RT @Stefaniamcd: Look to food for lessons: We need to get consumers to care about what they wear as much as what they eat #SustainableFood...
about 2 hours ago

FedericaFms: More investment/exchange programs/incentives to suppliers in Bangladesh et al #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

KBDillon: @triplepundit A7 Apparel cos could coordinate owning/operating factories, controlling quality and labor issues while creating jobs #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

nallyntaylor: RT @triplepundit: Q7: How specifically could apparel companies invest in the developing world to stabilize and sustainably grow their econo...
about 2 hours ago

TravisNoland: RT @amytropolis: Hell yes. @Joe_Sibilia journalists need to get paid a livable wage. independent journalism needs support. collaborative e...
about 2 hours ago

tHERAPY_recycle: RT @triplepundit: Q1: What labor rights issues stand out in the developing world’s apparel factories? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

MarissaR1: RT @FairTradeUSA: Thanks to conscious consumers & dedicated businesses, there are great #FairTrade apparel options. List here: http://t.co/...
@Stefaniamcd: We completely agree. @WholeFoods changed the game and others followed suit.
#3pChat
about 2 hours ago

@Triplepundit: Q2: And environment? What are the top environmental issues facing the global fashion supply chain? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

@frshprnzcleantc: @TwitterAds Alright, we'll look into it! Haha. #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

@triplepundit: Definitely! Consumers look for #FairTrade label as a way to ensure product was produced in sustainable & ethical way #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

@frshprnzcleantc: Mobile ads are small and sweet, but reg. ppl are on mobile and those ads are winning a lot! #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

@orsoladecastro: RT @re_present: Sustainable fashion chat hosted by @FightPoverty and @Triplepundit #3pChat NOW
about 2 hours ago

@TavaresGroup: @PaulaGrayChic information, not silence, to consumers is key. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

@PaulaGrayChic: RT @FightPoverty: Q5. Fast Fashion encourages clothing not built to last. Sell more, profit more. Can you run a profitable business selling...
about 2 hours ago

@Joe_Sibilia: How we treat people & care for the environment represents what we #value in life. #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

@DhanaEcoKids: @Joe_Sibilia the next generation will inspire us by their consciousness and concern. #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

@amytropolis: Hell yes. @Joe_Sibilia journalists need to get paid a livable wage. independent journalism needs support. collaborative economy #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

@RedressRaleigh: RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: Q5. #3Pchat Planned Obsolesence is a trademark of #fastfashion #apparel. Promoting quality over quantity = combative...
about 2 hours ago

@PaulaGrayChic: @TheOpenLabel Wow, thanks for sharing and can't wait to hear more! theopenlabel.com/#! #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

@frshprnzcleantc: Here's my take! Mobile ads are small and sweet, but reg. ppl are on mobile and those ads are winning a lot! #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

@orsoladecastro: RT @re_present: Sustainable fashion chat hosted by @FightPoverty and @Triplepundit #3pChat NOW
about 2 hours ago

@TavaresGroup: @PaulaGrayChic information, not silence, to consumers is key. #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

@SaltsClothing: @PaulaGrayChic Thats true here as well. Ethical fashion users are a very small segment in North America. #3pChat I spend many hours educating
about 2 hours ago
triplepundit: Q7: How specifically could apparel companies invest in the developing world to stabilize and sustainably grow their economies? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: @K8Dillon @triplepundit People don’t always respond to those labels. The design itself is more important. And the price. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: @orsoladecastro @Indigenous and that is why YOU are so cool! #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

re present: Sustainable fashion chat hosted by @FightPoverty and @triplepundit #3pChat NOW
about 2 hours ago

Appalatch: @TavaresGroup: @K8Dillon @triplepundit If consumers are assured of quality while style is being addressed, price wins #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

orange_harp: @luxcoll @EmsWaight @triplepundit it’s def changed the mindset of how we consume. We’d rather rent a dress than buy a cheap one #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Ecoplum: RT @Indigenous: Q6: Certain certifications go a long way in communicating the #Ethics of a company, @Bcorporation @FairTradeUSA #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A.6 Consumers in my country are just beginning to understand what organic means, what is Fair Trade, what is sustainable…
about 2 hours ago

AmanSinghCSR: RT @3pPodium: Excellent! RT @SuppleOrganics: As a future farmer of holistic #cashmere, I’m marketing it as high end luxury. #ecofas…
about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @Indigenous: @triplepundit: Q6: Certain certifications go a long way in communicating the #Ethics of a company, @Bcorporation, @FairTrade…
about 2 hours ago
Appalatch: RT @Endeva: Donors, incubators, and other members of #inclusivebusiness ecosystem can collaborate to provide grants for #ethical marketing...
about 2 hours ago

workfreelyblog: RT @FairTradeUSA: A4: Share the stories of people behind our clothes. #FairTrade empowers consumers to know brands support ethical supply c...
about 2 hours ago

ackwysoks: RT @Indigenous: @triplepundit: Q6: Certain certifications go a long way in communicating the #Ethics of a company, @Bcorporation @FairTrade...
about 2 hours ago

Ecoplum: @MarissaR1 Thanks for the @4envirohealth article! Great resource. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A.6 (cont) .. so I think we are in process to make more #conscious consumers! #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

TavaresGroup: @KBDillon @triplepundit: if consumers are assured of quality while style is being addressed, price wins #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

MyGreenMBA: RT @DLVermeer: @BBMG reports 2.5B aspirational consumers who want social & environmental impact thru purchases w/o sacrificing style #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

salterbaxter: RT @Stefaniamcd: Look to food for lessons: We need to get consumers to care about what they wear as much as what they eat #SustainableFashi...
about 2 hours ago

DLVermeer: RT @FairTradeUSA: Thanks to conscious consumers & dedicated businesses, there are great #FairTrade apparel options. List here: http://t.co/...
about 2 hours ago

workfreelyblog: @triplepundit: A4. Transparency transparency transparency! Honest by is a great example theguardian.com/sustainable-bu...
#3pChat
about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @EmsWaight: A6 Fairtrade foundation label now well-recognised although assumption it means fair trade product when actually just fairtra...
about 2 hours ago

maggidawn: RT @FairTradeUSA: Thanks to conscious consumers & dedicated businesses, there are great #FairTrade apparel options. List here: http://t.co/...
about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @FairTradeUSA: Thanks to conscious consumers & dedicated businesses, there are great #FairTrade apparel options. List here: http://t.co/...
about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @emelina: Follow @DLVermeer talking about ethical fashion and #socialjustice right now! #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A.6 Consumers in my country are just beginning to understand what organic means, what is Fair Trade, what is sustainable ... Cont #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

KBDillon: @triplepundit: A6 Our culture instructs that cheap=good deal=value so there is a problematic pride in getting more for less #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: The #BtheChange campaign celebrates and rewards people supporting businesses that do good! ow.ly/Autic @Bcorporation #3pchat
about 2 hours ago
MataTraders: @frshprnzcleantc @TwitterAds Prob not award-worthy without prof. expertise? But yeah, proper marketing should be in all budgets. #3pChat

DhanaEcoKids: Kids are curious by nature - we have a responsibility to educate them on their clothes - impacting people & planet #3pChat

FREIGHTxFASHION: Q5 #3pChat Planned Obsolesence is a trademark of #fastfashion #apparel Promoting quality over quantity = combative strategy. @FightPoverty

FightPoverty: RT @LocalButtons A6: right now there is no comprehensive label/cert that consumers trust for the fashion industry. Nothing covers labour &...

Bcorporation: RT @Indigenous @triplepundit: Q6: Certain certifications go a long way in communicating the #Ethics of a company, @Bcorporation @FairTrade...

Bcorporation: RT @triplepundit: Q6: Do consumers respond to labels and certifications when making their purchasing decisions? #3pChat

taracitajordan: @triplepundit @FightPoverty A6: Many times no. Depends on consumer's dedication; but can't survive only selling to your orig base. #3pchat

De Sibilia: @Appalatch @amytropolis journalists need to get paid a livable wage. independent journalism needs support. collaborative economy #3pChat

Appalatch: RT @LocalButtons A6: right now there is no comprehensive label/cert that consumers trust for the fashion industry. Nothing covers labour &...

TheOpenLabel: @TravisNoland we're creating a platform for people to discover the product info of their most trusted friends and orgs. Stay tuned. #3pchat

Appalatch: @_endeva Yes, and finding a way to reduce throw away fashion that is sent to dev. world and depresses markets there is also key! #3pChat

amytropolis: @Appalatch Thank you! Reach out with product. #there #isaidit #3pchat

RedressRaleigh: RT @Indigenous @triplepundit: Q6: Certain certifications go a long way in communicating the #Ethics of a company, @Bcorporation @FairTrade...

FightPoverty: RT @luxcoll @DLVermeer Upcycling and Sustainable Fashion moreintelligentlife.com/content/lifest… #3pChat

FairTradeUSA: Thanks to conscious consumers & dedicated businesses, there are great #FairTrade apparel options. List here: fairtrd.us/15mkba #3pChat

KB Dillon: @triplepundit A6 I notice that people always feel good when they've bought something ethical but price seems to be major motivator #3pchat

SaltsClothing: @LocalButtons GOTS covers labour and environment from my research. #3pchat bit.ly/178rWH

C_denElzen: RT @FightPoverty: Q3. Does ethical fashion always need to cost more at the end of the day? #3pChat
CO2trades: RT @RedressRaleigh: Access + Empowerment + Engagement for sustainable fashion creates conscious customers @triplepundit #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A.4 In the meantime we are transformation agents; we support colleagues and entrepreneurs from different areas with simi...

about 2 hours ago

Beltwits: RT @amytropolis: @triplepundit Our inability to see water as finite and that every drop counts. Wait until laws change the way we do fashio...

about 2 hours ago

Bonenshine: What about that last step? @Indigenous @triplepundit Q6: Certain certifications go a long way in communicating the Ethics of a co. #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

Asamblea_Parla: RT @Indigenous: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key. #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

frshprnacleantc: RT @amytropolis @nallyntaylor @triplepundit @yvesbehag Yves is awesome for sure! I follow him on Twitter! #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

GmSup: RT @judithrosario: #3pChat we might like to look at producers of #WFTO 400 organisations around the world whose 10 principles are key...

about 2 hours ago

Socialivity: @K8Dillon: @FightPoverty @triplepundit A5 I think there has to be - and the answer is as always through innovation and collaboration #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

TavaresGroup: @TravisNoland @nallyntaylor companies need to have this information readily available for consumers at their stores #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @FightPoverty: Q5. Fast Fashion encourages clothing not built to last. Sell more, profit more. Can you run a profitable business selling...

about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @EmSwaight: A6 Fairtrade foundation label now well-recognised although assumption it means fair trade product when actually just fairtra...

about 2 hours ago

GreenGrade: A4: consumers want cheap clothes as that's the money they have. Cheap clothes have to be ethical. #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

3pPodium: Still trying to figure out how these chats work? Explanation: ow.ly/wtUML #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

Orange_harp: RT @triplepundit: our research has shown the avg cons doesn’t unless already a priority but most will pay more if not much more $$$ #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

emelina: Follow @DLVermeer talking about ethical fashion and #socialjustice right now! #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

GreenGrade: RT @triplepundit: A4: consumers want cheap clothes as that's the money they have. Cheap clothes have to be ethical. #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

GrnSup: RT @judithrosario: #3pChat we might like to look at producers of #WFTO 400 organisations around the world whose 10 principles are key...

about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @FightPoverty: Q5. Fast Fashion encourages clothing not built to last. Sell more, profit more. Can you run a profitable business selling...

about 2 hours ago

GrnSup: RT @judithrosario: #3pChat we might like to look at producers of #WFTO 400 organisations around the world whose 10 principles are key...

about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @K8Dillon: @FightPoverty @triplepundit A5 I think there has to be - and the answer is as always through innovation and collaboration #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

TavaresGroup: @TravisNoland @nallyntaylor companies need to have this information readily available for consumers at their stores #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @FightPoverty: Q5. Fast Fashion encourages clothing not built to last. Sell more, profit more. Can you run a profitable business selling...

about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @EmSwaight: A6 Fairtrade foundation label now well-recognised although assumption it means fair trade product when actually just fairtra...

about 2 hours ago

TavaresGroup: @TravisNoland @nallyntaylor companies need to have this information readily available for consumers at their stores #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @FightPoverty: Q5. Fast Fashion encourages clothing not built to last. Sell more, profit more. Can you run a profitable business selling...

about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @EmSwaight: A6 Fairtrade foundation label now well-recognised although assumption it means fair trade product when actually just fairtra...

about 2 hours ago

GreenGrade: A4: consumers want cheap clothes as that's the money they have. Cheap clothes have to be ethical. #3pChat

about 2 hours ago
Stefaniamc: Look to food for lessons: We need to get consumers to care about what they wear as much as what they eat #SustainableFashion #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

c_denElzen: RT @LocalButtons: It’s about changing consumer mindset, AND the minds of emerging designers. We need to make sustainable fashion more acces...
about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @Triplepundit: Q6: Do consumers respond to labels and certifications when making their purchasing decisions? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @Appalatch: @amytropolis Only because of journalist like you are we able to spread the story. how do we get more journalists involved? …
about 2 hours ago

Judithrosario: #3pChat we might like to look at producers of #WFTO 400 organisations around the world whose 10 principles are key to sustainability
about 2 hours ago

Nallyntaylor: @EmsWaight so true. As a movement we have to keep accountability in how we market as well #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: @Triplepundit: Q6: Certain certifications go a long way in communicating the #Ethics of a company, @Bcorporation @FairTradeUSA #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @Endeva: Work w/small fashion entrepreneurs fr low-income settings: training them to produce quality needed to succeed in wider markets...
about 2 hours ago

Freshprnzcleantc: @MataTraders if you can afford $100 to $800 per month, then you can afford a killer @TwitterAds campaign that'll reach mobile users #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Amytropolis: RT @DLVermeer: A6. @BBMG reports 2.5B aspirational consumers worldwide who want social & environmental impact thru purchases w/o sacrificin...
about 2 hours ago

Joe Sibilla: what is the size of the sustainable fashion industry compared to the unsustainable industry? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

GatherSee: RT @TravisNoland: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Fash_Rev: RT @TaraSawa: Collaboration and leadership from brands are key - like leaders on #forest and #fashion @canopyplanet #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Beltwits: RT @K8Dillon: @Triplepundit A2 also the culture of disposable, cheap clothing - we need to spend more on fewer pieces #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Nadiralamrad: @Joe_Sibilla True. And ppl's choices can be shaped by norms & institutions. What is acceptable & not acceptable changes over time. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

Luxcolt: @DLVermeer Upcycling and Sustainable Fashion moreinte@gentle.com/content/lifest... #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

VOppezzo: RT @DLVermeer: A6. @BBMG reports 2.5B aspirational consumers worldwide who want social & environmental impact thru purchases w/o sacrificin...
about 2 hours ago

Emelina: RT @DLVermeer: A1. Apparel factory labor issues range from unsafe conditions to harmful chemicals to debt bondage to child labor and more #...
about 2 hours ago
PaulaGrayChic: A.4 We help several organizations to speak with young and children at their schools. Support events with sustainable profiles, etc #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

GrnSup: RT @Ecoplum here's an article about a recent @greenpeace report about toxins in children's clothing: ow.ly/uth5v #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

LocalButtons: A6: right now there is no comprehensive label/cert that consumers trust for the fashion industry. Nothing covers labour & enviro #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

GreenerFutures: RT @TriplePundit: Q6: Do consumers respond to labels and certifications when making their purchasing decisions? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Appalatch: @amytopolys Only because of journalist like you are we able to spread the story. how do we get more journalists involved? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

TreyWitzel: RT @DLVermeer: Why I learned how to sew —> RT @MataTraders: When consumers are so distanced from the fashion process, they forget humans in...
about 2 hours ago

DhanaEcoKids: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A.3 (cont) ... and due to the small market for them, costs are “higher” for us to work under Fair Trade rules ;(! #3pChat...
about 2 hours ago

nallyntaylor: RT @luxcoll: @EmsWaight Would you assert that collaborative consumption contributes to sustainable fashion? #3pChat @TriplePundit
about 2 hours ago

emelina: RT @DLVermeer: A2. Environmental issues in fashion supply chain are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T...
about 2 hours ago

KBDillon: @FightPoverty @TriplePundit A5 I think there has to be - and the answer is as always through innovation and collaboration #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @DLVermeer: A6. @BBMG reports 2.5B aspirational consumers worldwide who want social & environmental impact thru purchases w/o sacrificin...
about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A.4 In the meantime we are transformation agents; we support colleagues and entrepreneurs from different areas with similar vision. #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: Collaboration and leadership from brands are key - like leaders on #forest and #fashion @canopyplanet #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: RT @FightPoverty: Q5. Fast Fashion encourages clothing not built to last. Sell more, profit more. Can you run a profitable business selling...
about 2 hours ago

emelina: RT @DLVermeer: Why I learned how to sew —> RT @MataTraders: When consumers are so distanced from the fashion process, they forget humans in...
about 2 hours ago

TravisNoland: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key. #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

Endeva: Donors, incubators, and other members of ecosystem can collaborate to provide grants for #ethical marketing #3pChat
about 2 hours ago
EmsWaight: A6 Fairtrade foundation label now well-recognised although assumption it means fair trade product when actually just fairtrade fibre #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @triplepundit Q6: Do consumers respond to labels and certifications when making their purchasing decisions? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

frshprnzcleantc @Appalatch digital or mobile ad campaigns are low cost! Every ethical brand in the US should be running @TwitterAds! cost is low! #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

3pPodium: Excellent! RT @SuppleOrganics As a future farmer of holistic #cashmere, I'm marketing it as high end luxury. #3pChat #ecofashion
about 2 hours ago

amytopolis: RT @triplepundit Q6: Do consumers respond to labels and certifications when making their purchasing decisions? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

luxcel @EmsWaight Would you assert that collaborative consumption contributes to sustainable fashion? #3pcation
@triplepundit about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A4 information is power!! We need global promotions for educate and spread the problems we face (macro). Cont... #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

amytopolis: @frshprnzcleantc @nallyntaylor @triplepundit @Yvesbehag has won awards for design and sustainability #heroocks #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

jackwysocki: RT @willbaforceltd Happening right now: Twitter Jam on sustainability in fashion on the hashtag #3pChat, @FightPoverty
about 2 hours ago

Appalatch: RT @OLVermeer A6. @BBMG reports 2.5B aspirational consumers worldwide who want social & environmental impact thru purchases w/o sacrificin...
about 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: RT @FairTradeUSA A4: Share the stories of people behind our clothes. #FairTrade empowers consumers to know brands support ethical supply c...
about 2 hours ago

nadiralamrad: @TavaresGroup foundation is there in Cambodia with constitutional protection of FoFA. China: change much tougher w/ laws against it! #3pcat
about 2 hours ago

_Indeva_ Work w/small fashion entrepreneurs fr low-income settings: training them to produce quality needed to succeed in wider markets #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: #3pChat @SusanHeaney consumer pressure to localize or verify #sourcedmaterial increases collaboration b/w #fashion #supplychain partners.
about 2 hours ago

willbaforceltd: Happening right now: Twitter Jam on sustainability in fashion on the hashtag #3pChat, @FightPoverty
about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @triplepundit Q6: Do consumers respond to labels and certifications when making their purchasing decisions? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

jackwysocki: RT @triplepundit Q6: Do consumers respond to labels and certifications when making their purchasing decisions? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

bonsching: @FREIGHTxFASHION @Appalatch agreed - the more info we get out about what’s really going on, the better.
Joe Sibilia: @nadiralamrad governments are reluctant to challenge financiers that keep them in power/power must come from the people's choices #3pChat

DiVermeen: A6. @BBMG reports 2.5B aspirational consumers worldwide who want social & environmental impact thru purchases w/o sacrificing style #3pChat

MataTraders: @frshprnzcleantc But we do have some cute videos: youtu.be/UlR9qowVN4, youtu.be/3iJKw-NOROs #3pChat

annabadiLo: RT @FairTradeUSA: A4: Share the stories of people behind our clothes. #FairTrade empowers consumers to know brands support ethical supply c...

FightPoverty: RT @nallyntaylor: Key to marketing more 2nd hand is calling it #vintage #3pChat

FilanthropicLtd: @3blnow do you think it can be cheaper than company only interested in profit? I really hope you are correct #3pChat

LLBfashion: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat

triplepundit: Q6: Do consumers respond to labels and certifications when making their purchasing decisions? #3pChat

TaraSawa: Collaboration and leadership from brands are key - like leaders on #forest and #fashion @canopyplanet #3pChat

FightPoverty: RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: Q4 Raising awareness through a campaign separate from selling encourages conscious shopping. Also, activities like #3p...

luxcoll: RT @Joe_Sibilia: @SaltsClothing @SuppleOrganics collaboration among producers will reduce costs and avail ppl affordable healthy clothes #...

Jackwysock: RT @heatherknight08: Time for a Fashion Revolution! Need more transparency across supply chain. fashionrevolution.org #insideout @Fash_Rev...

nallyntaylor: RT @frshprnzcleantc: I seriously don't know of a single ethical brand that's won or is nominated for any marketing or advertising awards. #...
TavaresGroup: @Ecoplum @DLVermeer disclosure is part of the ISO26000 social responsibility guidance - if only more companies were aware #3pchat

RedressRaleigh: RT @SusanHeaney: #3pchat - Complex #fashion #supplychain adds to #susty challenge: fabrics, buttons, labor & even thread can all be from dl...

orange_harp: How do you think Collab consump affects this issue? As a gen, many want to consume less and only invest in key pieces we know last. #3pchat

Indigenous: @frshpnzcleantc INDIGENOUS has won several marketing + fashion awards. Follow our blog to find out more ow.ly/uthP2 #3pchat

FightPoverty: RT @FairTradeUSA: A4: Share the stories of people behind our clothes. #FairTrade empowers consumers to know brands support ethical supply c...

3pPodium: RT @jsonenshine @Indigenous @jackwysocki anyone else using fair trace tool? Seems like a good #collaboration opp. #3pchat #supplychain...

EleArmirotti: RT @heatherknight08: Time for a Fashion Revolution! Need more transparency across supply chain. fashionrevolution.org #insideout @Fash_Re...

luxcoll: "Imagine how much clothing would stay out of the landfills." Share your clothing! #sharingeconomy #3pchat shannonwhitehead.com/closet-swappin...

nadiralamrad: @TavaresGroup ...and encourage internalization of int'l norms & institutions. #3pchat

DLVermeer: @Ecoplum Thanks! I'm always on the hunt for great data and resources. #3PChat

Circuits: RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: Q4 Raising awareness through a campaign separate from selling encourages conscious shopping. Also, activities like #3p...
RedressRaleigh: Access + Empowerment + Engagement / Excitement for #sustainable fashion creates conscious customers @triplepundit #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

therAPY recycle: RT @DLVermeer: A2. Environmental issues in fashion supply chain are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T-...
about 2 hours ago

Ecoplum: @DLVermeer here's some data for you: report about toxins in children's clothing: ow.ly/uth5v #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

SusanHeaney: #3pchat - Complex #fashion #supplychain adds to #susty challenge: fabrics, buttons, labor & even thread can all be from different countries
about 2 hours ago

LAUNCHNordic: Happening right now: Twitter Jam on sustainability in fashion on the hashtag #3pChat. Not otherwise related to @LAUNCHNordic.
about 2 hours ago

OrangeSimonReid: RT @heatherknight108: Time for a Fashion Revolution! Need more transparency across supply chain. fashionrevolution.org #insideout @Fash_Re...
about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @Indigenous: @EmsWaight @amytropolis #EthicalFashion bloggers are doing more than they know to help spread the word. They lead by exampl...
about 2 hours ago

elegentyveco: RT @Canopyplanet: Another A2 worth noting: link between #forests and #fashion bit.ly/1crK833 infographic #3pChat a growing trend!
about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: Have you seen the @patagonia @DamnationFilm trailer? @EmsWaight @Indianous #3pchat ow.ly/uthvq
about 2 hours ago

fshrnmzcleantc: I seriously don't know of a single ethical brand that's won or is nominated for any marketing or advertising awards. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

jackwysocki: RT @Indigenous: RT @Ecoplum here's an article about a recent @greenpeace report about toxins in children's clothing: http://t.co/GouC5oVwZY...
about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @frshprnzcleantc: I think it's time for ethical brands to strive harder for better marketing and #goodvertising. Seriously plan a viral ...
about 2 hours ago

nallyntaylor: RT @TheSusToolkit: @KBDillon @AmanSinghCSR Organization should be proactive in listening to their #stakeholders - it's great to see the tre...
about 2 hours ago

GrnSup: RT @Ecoplum: @Joe_Sibilia tell them about the personal health issues related to toxins in clothing #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

LocalButtons: RT @Ecoplum a recent article by @greenpeace report about toxins in children's clothing: ow.ly/uth5v #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

nadiralamrad: @TavaresGroup exactly! norms & institutions are important but they can only do so much. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago
**FairTradeUSA**: A4: Share the stories of people behind our clothes. #FairTrade empowers consumers to know brands support ethical supply chains. #3pChat

**3pPodium**: RT @luxcoll: @EmsWaight “Second-hand clothes could reduce the demand for new resource-intensive clothing production.” #3pChat...

**3pPodium**: RT @Indigenous: @triplepundit We increasingly see consumers questioning the true cost of a $5 t-shirt and supporting #EthicalFashion #3pChat

**Joe Sibilia**: @SuppleOrganics it is an elite luxury when decisions of personal health and safety are paramount to the consumer price is a factor #3pChat

**TheSusToolkit**: @KB Dillon @AmanSinghCSR Organization should be proactive in listening to their #stakeholders - it’s great to see the trend growing #3pChat

**FREIGHTxFASHION**: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat

**thebaseproject**: RT @Indigenous: Storytelling is the best way to create the empathy needed to encourage responsible purchases. #3pChat

**Indigenous**: RT @Ecoplum: here’s an article about a recent @greenpeace report about toxins in children’s clothing: ow.ly/uth5v #3pChat

**taracitajordan**: A4: To me it all comes down to stories. Tell neg stories of $5tee & pos stories of #empowerment thru conscious buying. #3pChat

**FilanthropicLtd**: it’s just not about where the materials come from but about where the profits go afterwards! #3pChat

**BizSocially**: RT @nickaster: @AmanSinghCSR @aytingb True that few bother to scan the codes, but obsessive influencers do - they magnify! #3pChat

**Saltsclothing**: RT @DLVermeer: My goal is to back up stories with data > @Indigenous: Storytelling is best way to create empathy to encourage responsible p...

**jimmyyocks**: RT @EmsWaight: @Indigenous @amytropolis: Yep, good story is best way to get media and bloggers on board & raise profile of ethical brands #3pChat

**Ecoplum**: @Joe Sibilia here’s an article about a recent @greenpeace report about toxins in children’s clothing: ow.ly/uth5v #3pChat

**charlieinsalone**: RT @FilanthropicLtd: make ethical = quality and style is a good start, Why is ethical so often making buyer choose low quality? #3pChat

**TaylorAllynMode**: RT @FairTradeUSA: @nallyntaylor Educating consumers about where their clothing comes from - many people don’t realize the # of people invol...

**frshprnzcleantc**: I think it’s time for ethical brands to strive harder for better marketing and #goodvertising. Seriously plan a viral YouTube vid. #3pChat

**amytropolis**: RT @EmsWaight: @Indigenous @amytropolis: Yep, good story is best way to get media and bloggers on board &
raise profile of ethical brands #3…

YaelSNYC: RT @LocalButtons: A4 need to put a face on fashion through transparency. Allowing consumers to create a direct link between the garment and…

Indigenous: @EmsWaigt @amytropolis #EthicalFashion bloggers are doing more than they know to help spread the word. They lead by example. #3pchat

TaylorAllynMode: RT @3blnow: RT @Indigenous: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key…

RedressRaleigh: RT @Indigenous: RT @Appalatch Telling the personalized stories of the ingredients involved in creation will start to hit home with more and…

FREIGHTxFASHION: Raising awareness = key MT @appalatch Telling personalized stories of ingredients involved in creation will hit home more & more! #3pchat

FightPoverty: Q5. Fast Fashion encourages clothing not built to last. Sell more, profit more. Can you run a profitable business selling less? #3pChat

SuppleOrganics: As a future farmer of fine, holistically managed, cashmere, I’m making the decision to learn to market it as high end luxury. #3pChat

Fash Re: RT @heatherknight08: Time for a Fashion Revolution! Need more transparency across supply chain. fashionrevolution.org #insideout @Fash_Re…

willbaforceld: RT @TheSusToolkit @PaulaGrayChic How do we hold these big brands #accountable? Can we demand that they audit these operations - and are t…

RedressRaleigh: RT @orange_harp: It’s also about the story behind the conscious label. If you tell it w/o being preachy or patronizing, consumers will conn…

RedressRaleigh: RT @EmsWaigt: A4 To encourage conscious shopping learn from food, clothes should clearly display carbon footprint & eco scores/values on l…

amytropolis: RT @Appalatch @Indigenous @amytropolis YES, personalizing the story to place and tying in home in both creation value and effects on econo…

CSRDispatch: RT @Indigenous: #Storytelling is the best way to create the empathy needed to encourage responsible purchases. #3pchat #ecofashion

TavaresGroup: @nadiralamrad this is where international norms come in - ISO 26000 social responsibility guidance addresses freedom of association #3pchat

PaulaGrayChic: A.3 (cont) ... and due to the small market for them, costs are “higher” for us to work under Fair Trade rules :( #3pchat

SusanHeaney: But how much changed? @indigenous Tragedy of #RanaPlaza brought to light atrocities happening in name of #FastFashion, #3pchat @triplepundit
SaltsClothing: @SuppleOrganics @Joe_Sibilia I agree and disagree. A lot of the ppl that care about this issue need affordable product choices. #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

Appalatch: @Indigenous @amytropolis YES, personalizing the story to place and tying in home in both creation value and effects on economy! #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @TavaresGroup: @Indigenous @amytropolis This is why it is important to address community issues in a sustainability program #3pchat #sus...

about 2 hours ago

DLVermeer: My goal is to back up stories with data > @Indigenous: Storytelling is best way to create empathy to encourage responsible purchases #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: @Indigenous @triplepundit People will pay more if they know WHERE their $ is going: WHO benefits, HOW are they treated, etc. etc. #3pChat

about 2 hours ago

EmsWaight: @Indigenous @amytropolis Yep, good story is best way to get media and bloggers on board & raise profile of ethical brands #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

nallyntaylor: RT @TheSusToolkit @PaulaGrayChic How do we hold these big brands #accountable ? Can we demand that they audit these operations - and are t...

about 2 hours ago

Ecoplum: @triplepundit re: Q4 if we look at health & safety issues: toxins in clothing. Ppl will realize it's about them personally too.

#3pChat

about 2 hours ago

KBDillory: @AmanSinghCSR @TheSusToolkit I agree - and it seems they have to - shareholders and consumers demanding it #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

SuppleOrganics: @Joe_Sibilia Been thinking that it just needs to be marketed to high end market as elite luxury. Wait for it to trickle to the rest. #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: RT @Appalatch Telling the personalized stories of the ingredients involved in creation will start to hit home with more and more!

#3pchat

about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @orange_harp: It’s also about the story behind the conscious label. If you tell it w/o being preachy or patronizing, consumers will conn...

about 2 hours ago

TaraSawa: A2: environmental costs on #forests from #fashion: bit.ly/1CrKe33 infographic #3pChat @CanopyPlanet

about 2 hours ago

FilanthropicLtd: RT @EmsWaight: A4 To encourage conscious shopping learn from food, clothes should clearly display carbon footprint & eco scores/values on l...

about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A3 (Cont) #Organic materials are non- Argentine and therefore more expensive as they are premium fabrics around here, and .. (Cont) #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

TheSusToolkit: @PaulaGrayChic How do we hold these big brands #accountable ? Can we demand that they audit these operations - and are transparent? #3pchat

about 2 hours ago

VillaMariaPA: RT @FairTradeUSA: A1: Issues in apparel supply chains are from cotton fields to factory: labor exploitation, the environment, child labor &...

about 2 hours ago

nadiralamrad: @triplepundi Freedom of Association is protected
by the constitution in Cambodia. But not for much longer>

TavaresGroup: @Indigenous @amytropolis This is why it is important to address community issues in a sustainability program #3pchat #sustyfashion

tarasijordan: RT @triplepundit Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat

RedressRaleigh: RT @amytropolis @triplepundit I also think consumers need to be educated and I see trans-media storytelling being a big piece moving forwa...

Ranzyappo: RT @Indigenous @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key. #3pchat

AmanSinghCSR: RT @amytropolis @triplepundit I also think consumers need to be educated and I see trans-media storytelling being a big piece moving forwa...

Cha Minvielle: RT @Ecoplum In addition the ecological and ethical issues w fast fashion - we should be looking at health and safety issues: toxins in clo...

FightPoverty: RT @LocalButtons A4 need to put a face on fashion through transparency. Allowing consumers to create a direct link between the garment and...

Joe_Sibilia: @Ecoplum that's a good idea #3pchat

AmanSinghCSR: @FREIGHTxFASHION they need to address accountability, compliance, ethical behavior, stakeholder interests and transparency #...

Appalatch: Telling the personalized stories of the ingredients involved in creation will start to hit home with more and more! #3pchat

SaltsClothing: RT @3blnow: RT @Indigenous: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key...

FREIGHTxFASHION: Not at all! MT: @FightPoverty Q3. Does ethical #fashion always need to cost more? In fact it may cost less after cutting out waste! #3pchat

amytropolis: RT @Indigenous: @amytropolis Definitely! Storytelling is the best way to create the empathy needed to encourage responsible purchases. #3pc...

AmanSinghCSR: RT @HERAPY_recycle: @PaulaGrayChic A.1 we need to make people aware and encourage them to ask for information about products #consumerismi...

AmanSinghCSR: @FREIGHTxFASHION Definitely a good idea. And then a survey to find out how many consumers are reading it #3pchat @aytingb

SaltsClothing: @MarissaR1 RT @Ecoplum: In add to eco/ethical issues - we should look at hth & safety: #toxins in clothing #3pchat bit.ly/L7BrWH

Cha Minvielle: @FightPoverty I don't think so, it's about companies setting priorities right #3pchat
HELPsYheart: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @amytropolis: @triplepundit: How about stop allowing $5 t-shirts to be sold! Up to consumers to realize @$5, somebody got screwed along t... about 2 hours ago

rachekibbe: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat about 2 hours ago

EcoTechShow: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: @amytropolis: Definitely! Storytelling is the best way to create the empathy needed to encourage responsible purchases. #3pchat about 2 hours ago

orange_harp: It’s also about the story behind the conscious label. If you tell it w/o being preachy or patronizing, consumers will connect. #3pChat about 2 hours ago

EmsWaight: A4 To encourage conscious shopping learn from food, clothes should clearly display carbon footprint & eco scores/values on labels #3pChat about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @DLVermeer: A4. Brands can disclose true costs of fashion. There’s a reason why fast fashion is so cheap—ask the how, why, who of your p... about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @DLVermeer: A4. Brands can disclose true costs of fashion. There’s a reason why fast fashion is so cheap—ask the how, why, who of your p... about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @Indigenous: @triplepundit: We increasingly see consumers questioning the true cost of a $5 t-shirt and supporting #EthicalFashion #3pchat about 2 hours ago

KBDIlor: RT @Indigenous: @triplepundit: The tragedy of #RanaPlaza brought to light many of the atrocities happening in the name of #FastFashion - #3p... about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @KohortGrillsCSR: A3. and higher labor costs more than offset by improved productivity and lower material input costs #3pChat about 2 hours ago

FilanthropicLtd: make ethical = quality and style is a good start, Why is ethical so often making buyer choose low quality? #3pChat about 2 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat about 2 hours ago

workfreelyblog: RT @triplepundit: Welcome to our #3pChat on Sustainability in Fashion - 5 minutes to go! All part of our ongoing fashion series: http://t.co/... about 2 hours ago

therAPY_recycle: RT @SusanHeaney: Consumer demand for unreasonably inexpensive apparel is part of the problem. Cheap clothes don't pay living wages. #3pchat... about 2 hours ago

la_leaf: RT @EmsWaight: @SaltsClothing Need more high-profile followers - need celebs in eco fashion like i wrote for @la_leaf http://t.co/ZeXgRmL... about 2 hours ago
PaulaGrayChic: A.3 (Cont) ... as it’s not easy to compete with big brands employing slavery work and not paying #fair salaries. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

TaracitaJordan: RT @amytropolis: @triplepundit I also think consumers need to be educated and I see trans-media storytelling being a big piece moving forwa...
about 2 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @DLVermeer: A4. Brands can disclose true costs of fashion. There’s a reason why fast fashion is so cheap— ask the how, why, who of your p...
about 2 hours ago

SuppleOrganics: Listening in and living the #3pChat right now. Thank you everyone. #truecostaccounting #ethicalfashion #ecofashion
about 2 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: RT @FightPoverty: Q3. Does ethical fashion always need to cost more at the end of the day? #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

TavaresGroup: @triplepundit they need to address accountability, compliance, ethical behavior, stakeholder interests and transparency #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

DLVermeer: RT @Indigenous: @triplepundit The tragedy of #RanaPlaza brought to light many of the atrocities happening in the name of #FastFashion - #3p...
about 2 hours ago

Tavares: most americans shop at walmart for price and developing nations are trying to stay alive - it's a small market unless it's affordable #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

nallyntaylor: RT @3blnow: RT @Indigenous: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key...
about 2 hours ago

FairTradeUSA: @nallyntaylor Buy #FairTrade & tell your friends! More biz & consumers choose #FairTrade = more #sustainablefashion options! #3pChat
about 2 hours ago

LocalButtons: A4 need to put a face on fashion through transparency. Allowing consumers to create a direct link between the garment and producer #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

SaltClothing: RT @MariessaR1: Absolutely! RT @Ecoplum: In addition the ecological/ethical issues - we should look at health & safety issues: #toxins in cl...
about 2 hours ago

willbaforceLTD: RT @EmsWaight: @SaltClothing Need more high-profile followers - need celebs in eco fashion like I wrote for @la_leaf http://t.co/Ze1GBmLrB...
about 2 hours ago

nallyntaylor: RT @FairTradeUSA: @heatherknight08 @nallyntaylor Exactly! That’s why #FairTrade is a #sustainable option - we certify cotton farmers & fact...
about 2 hours ago

DLVermeer: RT @EmsWaight: “Second-hand clothes could reduce the demand for new resource-intensive clothing production.” #3pchat researchbank.rmit.edu.au/eserv/rmit:630...
about 2 hours ago

therapy_recycle: @PaulaGrayChic A.1 we need to make people aware and encourage them to ask for information about products #consumerismargingentina. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

amytropolis: @triplepundit I also think consumers need to be educated and I see trans-media storytelling being a big piece moving forward. #3pchat
about 2 hours ago

SaltsClothing: RT @EmsWaight: A3 Eco fashion doesn’t need to
cost more than people pay for brands & labels, why not ethically made clothes? Luxe brands no...

@AmanSinghCSR @aytingb I like the idea of #apparel having an additional #carelabel w/ social & enviro footprints written on them! #3pchat

@allyntaylor @heatherknight028 @FairTradeUSA yes! Too often friends in industry don’t think about effects of finding cheap production #3pchat

@PaulaGrayChic A3 #Ethical #fashion is -sadly- more expensive in #Argentina... (Cont) #3pchat

@MarissaR1 Absolutely! RT @Ecoplum In addition the ecological/ethical issues - we should look at health & safety issues: #toxins in clothing. #3pchat

@KoboriGrillsCSR RT @EmsWaight: A3 Eco fashion doesn't need to cost more than people pay for brands & labels, why not ethically made clothes? Luxe brands no...

@Indigenous RT @triplepundit: The tragedy of #RanaPlaza brought to light many of the atrocities happening in the name of #FastFashion - #3pchat

@3blnow: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat

@Appalatch: Sustainability should cost less b/c less waste, but there is also a social side... paying living wages and lasting materials #3pchat

@TheSusToolkit @SusanHeaney @Appalatch Environment, Operating Practices, Products and Services and Community - all need to be addressed #3pchat

@amytropolis: @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat

@Appalatch: Sustainability should cost less b/c less waste, but there is also a social side... paying living wages and lasting materials #3pchat

@amytropolis: @triplepundit: How about stop allowing $5 t-shirts to be sold! Up to consumers to realize @$5, somebody got screwed along t...

@jsonenshine: @Indigenous @jackwysocki anyone else using fair trace tool? Seems like a good #collaboration opp. #3pchat #supplychain #transparency

@willbaforceled: RT @amytropolis: @triplepundit: How about stop allowing $5 t-shirts to be sold! Up to consumers to realize @$5, somebody got screwed along t...

@RedressRaleigh: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat

@AmanSinghCSR: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat

@AmanSinghCSR: RT @nickaster: @AmanSinghCSR @aytingb True that few bother to scan the codes, but obsessive influencers do - they magnify! #3pChat

@RedressRaleigh: RT @EmsWaight: A3 Eco fashion doesn’t need to cost more than people pay for brands & labels, why not ethically made clothes? Luxe brands no...
MyGreenMBA: Yes! RT @EmsWaight: #Ecofashion doesn't need to cost more than people pay for brands & labels, why not ethically made clothes? #3pChat

FightPoverty: RT @FilanthropicLtd: A3: How can ethical not cost more? It is putting something other than profit first! #3pChat

luxcell: @EmsWaight "Second-hand clothes..could reduce the demand for new resource-intensive clothing production."

#3pchats researchbank.rmit.edu.au/eserv/rmit:630...

Ecofibre: @JoeGibbs tell them about the personal health issues related to toxins in clothing #3pchat

Indigenous: @triplepundit We increasingly see consumers questioning the true cost of a $5 t-shirt and supporting #EthicalFashion #3pchat

DLVermeer: A4. Brands can disclose true costs of fashion. There's a reason why fast fashion is so cheap—ask the how, why, who of your purchases #3pChat

FairTradeUSA: @heatherknight08 @nallyntaylor Exactly! That's why #FairTrade is a #sustainable option - we certify cotton farmers & factory workers #3pChat

willbaforcefd: RT @EmsWaight: A2 Throwaway fast fashion is never sustainable, need to encourage clothes to be worn longer & bought second-hand more often ...

EmsWaight: @SaltsClothing Need more high-profile followers - need celebs in eco fashion like I wrote for @la_leaf la-leaf.com/uk-ethical-fas...

nickaster: @AmanSinghCSR @aytingb True that few bother to scan the codes, but obsessive influencers do - they magnify! #3pChat

ShopEthica: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat

FREIGHTxFASHION: RT @EmsWaight: A3 Eco fashion doesn't need to cost more than people pay for brands & labels, why not ethically made clothes? Luxe brands no...

nallyntaylor: RT @amytropolis: @triplepundit Our inability to see water as finite and that every drop counts. Wait until laws change the way we do fashio...

KoboriGrillsCSR: A3. and higher labor costs more than offset by improved productivity and lower material input costs #3pchat

amytropolis: RT @triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat

DLVermeer: Great point! RT @KoboriGrillsCSR: A3. by definition sustainable apparel uses less material inputs ergo should cost less. #3pchat

MarissaR1: RT @jackwysocki: My @indigenous design clothes have the Trace Tool QR code to be aware of where they originated #3pchat
RT @Indigenous: Yes! RT @FilanthropicLtd A3: How can ethical not cost more? It is putting something other than profit first! #3pChat

MataTraders: RT @HaracKajordan: If you’re not already, join in now! @FightPoverty Q3. Does ethical fashion always need to cost more at the end of the...

AmanSinghCSR: RT @Jackwysocki: My @indigenous design clothes have the Trace Tool QR code to be aware of where they originated #3pChat

LocalButtons: @TheOpenLabel I agree! we need a comprehensive labelling standard for the industry that creates trust among consumers #3pchat

RedressRaleigh: RT @SaltsClothing: @DLVermeer @EmsWaight As a designer of fairtrade org clothing the idea of “cheaper & faster” is an impossible feat to do...

nallyntaylor: @FairTradeUSA suggestions on pushing a brands to own more transparency in their production processes? #3pChat

Marissa81: :) RT @SaltsClothing: Key to change fashion? Make it tacky to wear anything from labels that are not ethical! How can we do that? #3pchats

triplepundit: Q4: Consumers still buy $5 t-shirts without much thought. What can brands do to encourage conscious shopping? #3pChat

luxcoll: MT @SusanHeaney: Try vintage & sharing, too. #3pchat @triplepundit #sharingeconomy #collcons

womenadvocates: RT @Indigenous: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key. #3pchat

KoboriGrillsCSR: A3. by definition sustainable apparel uses less material inputs ergo should cost less. #3pchat

MataTraders: @Joe_Sibilia For us, ppl respond to the positive stories of women in #fairtrade coops vs. telling ppl how they’re buying is “wrong.” #3pChat

PaulaGrayChic: RT @FightPoverty: Q3. Does ethical fashion always need to cost more at the end of the day? #3pChat

Joe_Sibilia: how do we provide incentives to the financial community to support sustydesign and prove that sustyfashion has greater value?#3pchat

Indigenous: Yes! RT @FilanthropicLtd A3: How can ethical not cost more? It is putting something other than profit first! #3pChat

TheOpenLabel: @LocalButtons and we need more consumer friendly resources to educate & to help usher this change #3pchats

RedressRaleigh: RT @FightPoverty: Q3. Does ethical fashion always need to cost more at the end of the day? #3pChat

amytropolis: @triplepundit Our inability to see water as finite and that every drop counts. Wait until laws change the way we do fashion. #3pchat
Ecoplum: In addition the ecological and ethical issues w fast fashion - we should be looking at health and safety issues: toxins in clothing. #3pchat

JalynFeth: RT@FairTradeUSA: @OLVermeer: Env issues #fashion supply chain are significant, ie it takes 700+ gallons of water to make 1 T-shirt #3pChat

EmsWaight: A3 Eco fashion doesn't need to cost more than people pay for brands & labels, why not ethically made clothes? Luxe brands no excuse #3pChat

therAPY recycle: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A.1 (cont) in BA more than 3000 clandestine apparel little factories. #3pChat #sustainablefashion #fairtrade #ethicalfash...

Indigenous: @jackwysocki TY! The Fair Trace Tool is how we're connecting consumers with our fair trade artisans! #3pChat

nallyntaylor: RT @Indigenous: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key. #3pChat

Jackwysocki: RT @SaltsClothing: The golden key to change fashion? Make it incredibly tacky to wear anything from labels that are not ethical! How can ...

KRDollo: RT @SusanHeaney: Try vintage & sharing, too @K3Dillon Culture of disposable, cheap clothing part of problem. Spend more on fewer pieces #3p...

nallyntaylor: RT @FairTradeUSA: @nallyntaylor Educating consumers about where their clothing comes from - many people don't realize the # of people invol...

SuppleOrganics: RT @FairTradeUSA: Join us today at 8AM PT to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. http://t.co/MYjvSrM8xD...

FREIGHTxFASHION: #3pchat Q2 3 categories of top #enviro issues for #fashion #supplychain #MaterialWaste #MSW #WaterWaste & #Emissions/#Energy @Triplepundit

FilanthropicLtd: A3: How can ethical not cost more? It is putting something other than profit first! #3pChat

3pPodium: RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: What my last blog post was about! #3pChat forbearantfashion.com/2014/03/06/the... MT: @Triplepundit Q2: top enviro issues facing the...

therAPY recycle: @Triplepundit A1) POLLUTION B) EXPLOITATION / CHILD LABOUR #3pchat

amytropolis: RT @triplepundit: Q2: And environment? What are the top environmental issues facing the global fashion supply chain? #3pChat

AmanSinghCSR: RT @FightPoverty: Q3. Does ethical fashion always need to cost more at the end of the day? #3pChat

FightPoverty: RT @Indigenous: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key. #3pChat

RedressRaleigh: RT @TheSusToolkit: @EmsWaight @aytingh @appricoalition Transparency is a key principle of #sustainability - EVERY sustainability approach ...

about 2 hours ago
@luxcoll: @amytropolis is sustainability a trend or will it be a lasting movement? #3pchat

@luxcoll: My @Indigenous design clothes have the Trace Tool QR code to be aware of where they originated #3pchat

SusanHeaney: Enduring design also very important consideration when it comes to overall #apparel #sustainability & #lifecycle. #3pchat

SaltsClothing: The golden key to change fashion? Make it incredibly tacky to wear anything from labels that are not ethical! How can we do that? #3pchat

FairTradeUSA: @nallyntaylor Educating consumers about where their clothing comes from - many people don’t realize the # of people involved #3pChat

GreenGrade: @triplepundit A2: #textileindustry is also infamous for using hazardous chemicals #3pchat

jeremieguillerm: @triplepundit @FightPoverty How can we practically determine what fair wages for garment workers are? Median salary as a benchmark? #3pchat

KoboriGrillsCSR: RT @BizSocially: RT @Appalatch: Enduring design is also a very important consideration when it comes to overall apparel #sustainability & l...

Aytingb: RT @DLVermeer: A2. Environmental issues in fashion supply chain are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T...

TaraCaitJord: If you’re not already, join in now! “@FightPoverty: Q3. Does ethical fashion always need to cost more at the end of the day? #3pChat”

AshInnovate: RT @SaltsClothing: @DLVermeer @EnsWaight As a designer of fair trade org clothing the idea of “cheaper & faster” is an impossible feat to do...

3pPodium: RT @DLVermeer: Why I learned how to sew > RT @MataTraders: When consumers are so distanced from process, they forget humans involved #3pChat

heatherknight08: Time for a Fashion Revolution! Need more transparency across supply chain. fashionrevolution.org @Fash_Rev #3pChat

M3PAServices: RT @FairTradeUSA: Wow! MT @DLVermeer: Env issues in #fashion supply chain are significant, ie it takes 700+ gallons of water to make 1 T-sh...

Kcseled: RT @LocalButtons: It's about changing consumer mindset, AND the minds of emerging designers. We need to make sustainable fashion more acces...

MataTraders: RT @Indigenous: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key. #3pchat

DLVermeer: A3. #EthicalFashion doesn't always cost more, but pricing is always more transparent due to fewer hidden costs comp. to fast fashion #3pChat

amytropolis: RT @LocalButtons: It's about changing consumer mindset, AND the minds of emerging designers. We need to make sustainable fashion more acces...
AmanSinghCSR: @aytingb Depends on consumer awareness + acceptance. How many will bother to scan the codes? #3pchat about 2 hours ago

luxcbl: @PaulaGrayChic The fashion industry "uses a constant flow of natural resources to produce Fast Fashion." #3pchat notjustlabel.com/editorial/the... about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: @Appalatch: Enduring design is also a very important consideration when it comes to overall apparel sustainability & lifecycle. #3pchat about 2 hours ago

BizSocially: @Appalatch: It's about changing consumer mindset, AND the minds of emerging designers. We need to make sustainable fashion more acces... about 2 hours ago

frshprnzclean: @DLVermeer @ReclaimedShop following you now! #3pChat about 2 hours ago

Indigenous: @nallyntaylor Consumers must be educated about the true (human) cost of the clothing they wear. Empathy is key. #3pchat about 2 hours ago

VOppezzo: RT @EmsWaight: @VOppezzo probably not, it needs a whole new business model. ethical brands value this longevity though #3pchat about 2 hours ago

DLVermeer: RT @SusanHeaney: Try vintage & sharing, too @K8Dillon Culture of disposable, cheap clothing part of problem. Spend more on fewer pieces #3p... about 2 hours ago

EmsWaight: RT @TheSusToolkit: @EmsWaight @aytingb @apprcoalition Transparency is a key principle of sustainability - EVERY sustainability approach ... about 2 hours ago

nallyntaylor: RT @osmiumapparel: @nallyntaylor Fashion follows celeberties. They must be recruited to the cause. #3pchat about 2 hours ago

AmanSinghCSR: @TheSusToolkit It does seem to be on the rise. But would love to see data reflect that. #3pchat @K8Dillon about 2 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @FairTradeUSA: Wow! MT @DLVermeer: Env issues in #fashion supply chain are significant, ie it takes 700+ gallons of water to make 1 T-sh... about 2 hours ago

katleenfelix: RT @FightPoverty: TODAY: #3pChat on Sustainability in #Fashion w/ @triplepundit 8am Pacific / 3pm GMT bit.ly/SustFash3pChat http://t.co/F6... about 2 hours ago

fshprnzcleantc: @Joe_Sibilia great question! #3pChat about 2 hours ago

KoboriGrillsCSR: RT @SaltsClothing: From a eco designers point of view. The key is changing indiv minds about how they consume fashion. http://t.co/0ZQ43Gb... about 2 hours ago

EmsWaight: @VOppezzo probably not, it needs a whole new business model. ethical brands value this longevity though #3pchat about 2 hours ago

FightPoverty: Q3. Does ethical fashion always need to cost more at the end of the day? #3pChat about 2 hours ago

SusanHeaney: Try vintage & sharing, too @K8Dillon Culture of disposable, cheap clothing part of problem. Spend more on fewer pieces #3pchat @triplepundit about 2 hours ago

mthld: RT @TheSusToolkit: @EmsWaight @aytingb
Transparency is a key principle of sustainability - EVERY sustainability approach needs this.

By the way, hi all! I'm a CSR & philanthropy strategist by day, storyteller & ethicafashion advocate by night at @reclaimedshop #3pChat

A2 Carbon intensity of power in China is a huge source of ghg emissions embedded in apparel #3pChat

Agreed, when consumers are so distanced from the process, they forget humans in...

A2 Throwaway fast fashion is never sustainable, need to encourage clothes to be worn longer & bought second-hand more often ...

how do you convince your family and friends to pay attention to their clothes without appearing condescending?

Wow! MT @DLVermeer: Env issues in fashion supply chain are significant, ie it takes 700+ gallons of water to make 1 T-shirt #3pChat
Is sustainability a trend or will it be a lasting movement? #3pchat

From a eco designers point of view. The key is changing indiv minds about how they consume fashion. http://t.co/0ZQ43Gb…

Enduring design is also a very important consideration when it comes to overall apparel sustainability and lifecycle #3pchat

Lasting for sure but how we develop it will be interesting to see, especially as it pertains to consumers. #3pchat

From a eco designers point of view. The key is changing indiv minds about how they consume fashion.

#sustainablefashion is inevitably +$$ how do we make consumers care enough to pay more? #3pchat

When consumers are so distanced from the fashion process, they forget humans involved #3pChat

A2 Carbon intensity of power in China is a huge source of ghg emissions embedded in apparel #3pchat

Environmental issues in fashion supply chain are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T-...

A2 (cont) Pollution, support from governments and synergy to develop new technologies for environmental protection. #…

Enduring design is also a very important consideration when it comes to overall apparel sustainability and lifecycle #3pchat

is inevitably +$$ how do we make consumers care enough to pay more? #3pchat

Why I learned how to sew —> RT @MataTraders: When consumers are so distanced from the fashion process, they forget humans involved #3pChat

A2 Carbon intensity of power in China is a huge source of ghg emissions embedded in apparel #3pchat

A2 (cont) Pollution, support from governments and synergy to develop new technologies for environmental protection. #…

Enduring design is also a very important consideration when it comes to overall apparel sustainability and lifecycle #3pchat
Want happiness!!! Search for it (edialogue.org) #kuisxgamesindonesia #webcampue #farih_h #3pchat #doauntukmh370 #desember

RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: a few more issues = inadequate earnings,long hours,unethical treatment,unsafe environment,& lack of Social protection #…

RT @EmsWeight: @aytingb @apprcoalition Transparency is key, shoppers deserve to know. Only a few might care to look but step in right dire...

MataTraders: @SaltsClothing @DLVermeer @EmsWeight Agreed. When consumers are so distanced from the process, they forget humans are involved. #3pChat

RT @DLVermeer: A2. Environmental issues in fashion supply chain are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T-...

RT @K8Dillon: @triplepundit A2 Carbon intensity of power in China is a huge source of ghg emissions embedded in apparel #3pchat

RT @EmsWeight: A2 Throwaway fast fashion is never sustainable, need to encourage clothes to be worn longer & bought second-hand more often …

RT @triplepundit: A2. Environmental issues in fashion supply chain are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T-…

RT @SaltsClothing @DLVermeer @EmsWeight As a designer of fairtrade org clothing the idea of “cheaper & faster” is an impossible feat to do…

RT @SaltsClothing @DLVermeer @EmsWeight As a designer of fairtrade org clothing the idea of “cheaper & faster” is an impossible feat to do…

RT @EmsWeight: Transparency is key, shoppers deserve to know. Only a few might care to look but step in right direction #3pChat

RT @K8Dillon: A2 also the culture of disposable, cheap clothing - we need to spend more on fewer pieces #3pchat

RT @K8Dillon: A2 also the culture of disposable, cheap clothing - we need to spend more on fewer pieces #3pchat

RedressRaleigh: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A.2 We need more recycling programs. Transportation and planning are big issues.. (Cont) #3pchat…

RedressRaleigh: So agree! RT @PaulaGrayChic: A.2 We need more recycling programs. Transportation and planning are big issues.. (Cont) #3pchat…

PaulaGrayChic: A.2 (cont) Need of recycling programs that encourage entrepreneurs/brands to invest in new technologies with multidisciplinary teams #3pchat

PaulaGrayChic: A.2 (cont) Need of recycling programs that encourage entrepreneurs/brands to invest in new technologies with multidisciplinary teams #3pchat

FightPoverty: RT @SaltsClothing @DLVermeer @EmsWeight As a designer of fairtrade org clothing the idea of “cheaper & faster” is an impossible feat to do…

K8Dillon: A2 also the culture of disposable, cheap clothing - we need to spend more on fewer pieces #3pchat

K8Dillon: A2 also the culture of disposable, cheap clothing - we need to spend more on fewer pieces #3pchat

nallyntaylor: RT @K8Dillon: A2 Carbon intensity of power in China is a huge source of ghg emissions embedded in apparel #3pChat

RedressRaleigh: RT @EmsWeight: A2 Throwaway fast fashion is never sustainable, need to encourage clothes to be worn longer & bought second-hand more often …

RedressRaleigh: RT @EmsWeight: A2 Throwaway fast fashion is never sustainable, need to encourage clothes to be worn longer & bought second-hand more often …

PaulaGrayChic: A.2 (cont) Pollution, support from governments and synergy to develop new technologies for environmental protection. #3pchat #sustainable
Issues in apparel supply chains are from cotton fields to factory: labor exploitation, the environment, child labor &…

A few more issues = inadequate earnings, long hours, unethical treatment, unsafe environment & lack of social protection.

Forests are destroyed for such things as fibre production, leading to droughts and climate change.

Throwaway fast fashion is never sustainable, need to encourage clothes to be worn longer & bought second-hand more often.

Carbon intensity of power in China is a huge source of GHG emissions embedded in apparel.

Are you asking if sustainability is on trend?
Fashion industry has become an unsustainable race to the bottom. Demanding artificially low prices can lead to poor conditions for workers.

We need more recycling programs. Transportation and planning are big issues.

As a designer of fair trade org clothing, the idea of "cheaper & faster" is an impossible feat to do ethically.

Environmental issues in fashion supply chains are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T-shirt.

Issues in apparel supply chains are from cotton fields to factory: labor exploitation, the environment, child labor &...

Consumer demand for unreasonably inexpensive apparel is part of the problem. Cheap clothes don't pay living wages.

Environmental issues in fashion supply chains are significant, ex: takes 700+ gal #water to make 1 T-shirt.

Throwaway fast fashion is never sustainable, need to encourage clothes to be worn longer & bought second-hand more often.

Factories compete among each other for contracts by lowering the cost to produce goods. This is passed on to the garment worker.

Right! Co's need to look to international norms when dealing with human rights issues if no legislation in place.

To panel, what are your thoughts on changing consumer behaviour w/ @apprlcoalition's proposed QR codes to inform env+soc footprints?

Do you find that...
western companies are increasingly auditing human rights practices? #3pchat #sustyfashion

white shirt: RT @triplepundit: WELCOME EVERYONE to #3pchat on Sustainable Fashion. I'll kick things off with a few questions and we'll get rolling...

RedressRaleigh: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A1. I think safe workplace, slavery, exploited children, absence of health rights.. Cont / #3pchat #sustainablefashion

amy tropolis: @triplepundit @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @DLVermeer @K8Dillon garment factory closes and thousands fired! Fair? #3pchat ow.ly/utcK1

EmsWaight: A2 Throwaway fast fashion is never sustainable, need to encourage clothes to be worn longer & bought second-hand more often #3pChat

KrmblClothing: RT @SusanHeaney: Consumer demand for unreasonably inexpensive apparel is part of the problem. Cheap clothes don't pay living wages. #3pchat...

luxcoll: @amy tropolis @EmsWaight @DLVermeer @triplepundit Sustainable Fashion at London Fashion Week cnbc.com/id/101032638 #3pchat via @CNBC

DLVermeer: RT @SusanHeaney: Consumer demand for unreasonably inexpensive apparel is part of the problem. Cheap clothes don't pay living wages. #3pchat...

MataTraders: RT @DLVermeer A2. Environmental issues in fashion supply chain are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T...

FairTradeUSA: A1: Issues in apparel supply chains are from cotton fields to factory: labor exploitation, the environment, child labor & more. #3pChat

3blnow: RT @PaulaGrayChic: A1. I think safe workplace, slavery, exploited children, absence of health rights.. Cont / #3pchat #sustainablefashion

RedressRaleigh: RT @Appalatch: What's the deal w/ sustainable fashion & how can we move it forward? Join the leaders in getting down to it: http://t.co/1xd...

MarissaR1: RT @KoboriGrillsCSR: Pls excuse excessive tweets in nxt hour. Participating in @triplepundit Tweet Jam on fashion sustainability issues #3p...

PaulaGrayChic: RT @triplepundit: Q2: And environment? What are the top environmental issues facing the global fashion supply chain? #3pChat

FightPoverty: RT @triplepundit: Q2: And environment? What are the top environmental issues facing the global fashion supply chain? #3pChat

Saltsclothing: RT @DLVermeer @EmsWaight Fashion industry has become unsustainable race to bottom. Demanding artificially low prices can lead to poor con...

nickaster: RT @triplepundit: Q2: And environment? What are the top environmental issues facing the global fashion supply chain? #3pChat

MataTraders: RT @SusanHeaney: Consumer demand for unreasonably inexpensive apparel is part of the problem. Cheap
clothes don't pay living wages. #3pchat...

TheOpenLabel: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat

about 3 hours ago

DLVermeer: A2. Environmental issues in fashion supply chain are significant—example: it takes 700+ gallons of water to make just one T-shirt #3pChat

about 3 hours ago

VOppezzo: RT @SusanHeaney: Consumer demand for unreasonably inexpensive apparel is part of the problem. Cheap clothes don't pay living wages. #3pchat...

about 3 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A1 (cont) in BA more than 3000 clandestine apparel little factories. #3pchat #sustainablefashion #fairtrade #ethicalfashion

about 3 hours ago

TavaresGroup: Companies need to look to international norms when dealing with human rights issues if there is no legislation in place. #3pchat #sustyfashion

about 3 hours ago

EmsWaight: @TheSusToolkit they'll ban Uzbek cotton but hard to trace suppliers. Increased use of certification like Better Cotton Initiative #3pchat

about 3 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @DLVermeer: @EmsWaight Fashion industry has become unsustainable race to bottom. Demanding artificially low prices can lead to poor con...

about 3 hours ago

KoboriGrillsCSR: Pls excuse excessive tweets in nxt hour. Participating in @triplepundit Tweet Jam on fashion sustainability issues #3pChat

about 3 hours ago

KB Dillon: @AmanSinghCSR brands can't be hands off in overseas factories #3pchat CSR I meet care deeply for workers but hands tied by lack of control

about 3 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @KB Dillon: A1: dev world need apparel jobs & apparel needs cheap labor – prob is no motivation by either to comply w hours/wage/age regu...

about 3 hours ago

SusanHeaney: Consumer demand for unreasonably inexpensive apparel is part of the problem. Cheap clothes don't pay living wages. #3pchat @nickaster

about 3 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @DLVermeer: @EmsWaight Fashion industry has become unsustainable race to bottom. Demanding artificially low prices can lead to poor con...

about 3 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @KB Dillon: A1: dev world need apparel jobs & apparel needs cheap labor – prob is no motivation by either to comply w hours/wage/age regu...

about 3 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: A1. I think safe workplace, slavery, exploited children, absence of health rights.. Cont / #3pchat #sustainablefashion

about 3 hours ago

CSRDispatch: RT @KB Dillon: Dev world need apparel jobs & apparel needs cheap labor – prob is no motivation by either to comply w hours/wage/age. #3pchat

about 3 hours ago

Appalatch: RT @LocalButtons: RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: #3pchat on #sustainableclothes wr @Triplepundit starting now. Join in the convo &share knowledge, o...

about 3 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: Stability & Security in employment are 2 top characteristics of “decent work” as described by workers to the
Q2: And environment? What are the top environmental issues facing the global fashion supply chain?

#3pChat

@DLVermeer: Fashion industry has become unsustainable race to bottom. Demanding artificially low prices can lead to poor con...

@EmsWaight: Pressure on apparel factories is too high to keep up with Western buyer demands – long hours, low pay, unhealthy environ...

@Appalatch: Worker’s rights issues start before clothing factories, child labour in Uzbek cotton fields & Indian farmer suicide major...

@RedressRaleigh: A1 Worker’s rights issues start before clothing factories, child labour in Uzbek cotton fields & Indian farmer suicide major...

@DLVermeer: A1 Worker’s rights issues start before clothing factories, child labour in Uzbek cotton fields & Indian farmer suicide major...

@K8Dillon: A1 dev world need apparel jobs & apparel needs cheap labor – prob is no motivation by either to comply w hours/wage/age regu...

@triplepundit: A1 dev world need apparel jobs & apparel needs cheap labor – prob is no motivation by either to comply w hours/wage/age regu...

@AmanSinghCSR: So where do we go from here? #3pchat

@K8Dillon: A1 dev world need apparel jobs & apparel needs cheap labor – prob is no motivation by either to comply w hours/wage/age regu...

@AmanSinghCSR: A1 Pressure on apparel factories is too high to keep up with Western buyer demands – long hours, low pay, unhealthy environ...

@RedressRaleigh: A1 Worker’s rights issues start before clothing factories, child labour in Uzbek cotton fields & Indian farmer suicide major...

@MVOinAzie: A1 Worker’s rights issues start before clothing factories, child labour in Uzbek cotton fields & Indian farmer suicide major...

@Mthld: A1 Worker’s rights issues start before clothing factories, child labour in Uzbek cotton fields & Indian farmer suicide major...

@JalynFeth: A1 dev world need apparel jobs & apparel needs cheap labor – prob is no motivation by either to comply w hours/wage/age regu...
DLVermeer: Fashion industry has become unsustainable race to bottom. Demanding artificially low prices can lead to poor conditions. #3pChat

Marcizaroff: RT @amytropolis: @TriplePundit #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion today 11 EST @trissanen @KateFletcher @greeninebyk @marcizaroff @StudyNY T1...

TheSusToolkit: @EmsWaight #3pChat A1: how are companies managing these issues?

THERAPY recycle: RT @MarissaR1: Tune in NOW for @TriplePundit & @FightPoverty's #3pChat w/ #EcoFashion experts - @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer... #3pChat

GrnSup: RT @EmsWaight: Pressure on #apparel factories is too high to keep up with Western buyer demands – long hours, unhealthy environment. #3pChat

PaulaGrayChic: RT @triplepundit: Q1: What labor rights issues stand out in the developing world's apparel factories? #3pChat

RedressRaleigh: RT @EmsWaight: A1: Pressure on apparel factories is too high to keep up with Western buyer demands – long hours, low pay, unhealthy environ...

KBDillon: A1: dev world need apparel jobs & apparel needs cheap labor – prob is no motivation by either to comply w hours/wage/age regulation #3pchat

KBDillon: A1: dev world need apparel jobs & apparel needs cheap labor – prob is no motivation by either to comply w hours/wage/age regulation #3pchat

MataTraders: RT @EmsWaight: A1: Pressure on apparel factories is too high to keep up with Western buyer demands – long hours, low pay, unhealthy environ...

MarissaR1: RT @SusanHeaney: signed onto #3pchat & can't wait @MarissaR1 & @TriplePundit

BusSocially: #3pChat Experts - @FightPoverty @TriplePundit @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @KBDillon bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #FASHION

EmsWaight: A1 Worker's rights issues start before clothing factories, child labour in Uzbek cotton fields & Indian farmer suicide major concern #3pChat

FairTradeUSA: RT @DLVermeer: A1. Apparel factory labor issues range from unsafe conditions to harmful chemicals to debt bondage to child labor and more #...

Amytropolis: @MarissaR1 @TriplePundit @FightPoverty @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @DLVermeer @KBDillon see this storytoday? ow.ly/utb3M #3pChat

FairTradeUSA: RT @DLVermeer: A1. Apparel factory labor issues range from unsafe conditions to harmful chemicals to debt bondage to child labor and more #...

SusanHeaney: RT @MarissaR1: Tune in NOW for @TriplePundit & @FightPoverty's #3pChat w/ #EcoFashion experts - @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer... #3pChat

jsonenshine: Would love to hear how panelists are using HIGG index. Any other #supplychain #transparency initiatives too! #3pchat #sustainability
JalynFeth: RT @LocalButtons RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: #3pchat on #sustainableclothes w/ @triplepundit starting now. Join in the convo & share knowledge, o...
about 3 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: RT @triplepundit: Q1: What labor rights issues stand out in the developing world’s apparel factories? #3pChat
about 3 hours ago

EmTsWaight: A1: Pressure on apparel factories is too high to keep up with Western buyer demands - long hours, low pay, unhealthy environment #3pChat
about 3 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @DLVermeer: A1. Apparel factory labor issues range from unsafe conditions to harmful chemicals to debt bondage to child labor and more #...
about 3 hours ago

SusanHeaney: signed onto #3pchat & can't wait @MarissaR1 & @triplepundit about 3 hours ago

3bnow: Joining the #3pChat now w/ @FightPoverty @triplepundit @EmTsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @KB Dillon | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat
about 3 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @triplepundit: Q1: What labor rights issues stand out in the developing world’s apparel factories? #3pChat about 3 hours ago

nickaster: RT @triplepundit: Q1: What labor rights issues stand out in the developing world’s apparel factories? #3pChat about 3 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @DLVermeer: A1. Apparel factory labor issues range from unsafe conditions to harmful chemicals to debt bondage to child labor and more #...
about 3 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @triplepundit: RULES - We’ll be asking questions as well as @FightPoverty which will be labeled Q1, Q2 etc.... Answers from our panel get...
about 3 hours ago

LocalButtons: RT @FREIGHTxFASHION: #3pchat on sustainableclothes w/ @triplepundit starting now. Join in the convo & share knowledge, or listen & learn.
about 3 hours ago

TaylorAllynMode: RT @Appalatch: Joining @Triplepundit & @FightPoverty for #3pchat!
about 3 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @MarissaR1: Tune in NOW for @TriplePundit & @FightPoverty's #3pChat w/ #EcoFashion experts - @EmTsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLV...
about 3 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @triplepundit: Q1: What labor rights issues stand out in the developing world’s apparel factories? #3pChat about 3 hours ago

DLVermeer: A1. Apparel factory labor issues range from unsafe conditions to harmful chemicals to debt bondage to child labor and more #3pChat
about 3 hours ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @MarissaR1: Tune in NOW for @TriplePundit & @FightPoverty's #3pChat w/ #EcoFashion experts - @EmTsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLV...
about 3 hours ago

Appalatch: Joining @Triplepundit & @FightPoverty for #3pchat!
about 3 hours ago

FREIGHTxFASHION: #3pchat on sustainableclothes / Sustainable fashion w/ @triplepundit starting now. Join in the convo & share knowledge, or listen & learn.
about 3 hours ago

MataTraders: RT @triplepundit: HOWEVER - this is a jam so feel free to ask/say anything you want, just be aware of the structure
for the main questions ...

triplepundit: Q1: What labor rights issues stand out in the developing world's apparel factories? #3pChat

triplepundit: WELCOME EVERYONE to #3pChat on Sustainable Fashion. I'll kick things off with a few questions and we'll get rolling...

MataTraders: RT @triplepundit: RULES - We'll be asking questions as well as @FightPoverty which will be labeled Q1, Q2 etc... Answers from our panel get...

MarissaR1: Tune in NOW for @TriplePundit & @FightPoverty's #3pChat w/ #EcoFashion experts - @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon

triplepundit: HOWEVER - this is a jam so feel free to ask/say anything you want, just be aware of the structure for the main questions :) #3pChat

triplepundit: RULES - We'll be asking questions as well as @FightPoverty which will be labeled Q1, Q2 etc... Answers from our panel get A1, A2 etc #3pChat

MataTraders: RT @triplepundit: Please meet our panel of experts - @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon - #3pChat

luxcoll: RT @FilanthropicLtd: Is social responsibility something that you see ever becoming mainstream or will it always be a minority market? @triple...

frshprnzcleantc: I need coffee #3pchat

Jackwysocki: RT @DLVermeer: Please excuse number of tweets over the next hour. I'm participating in @TriplePundit & @FightPoverty's #3pChat on #ethicalf...

amytropolis: Hello all! RT @triplepundit: Please meet our panel of experts - @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon - #3pChat

AmanSinghCSR: Joining @Triplepundit & @FightPoverty for #3pchat!

frshprnzcleantc: I'm here #3pchat

luxcoll: RT @DLVermeer: Please excuse number of tweets over the next hour. I'm participating in @TriplePundit & @FightPoverty's #3pChat on #ethicalf...

triplepundit: Please meet our panel of experts - @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon - #3pChat

PaulaGrayChic: RT @triplepundit: Welcome to our #3pChat on Sustainability in Fashion - 5 minutes to go! All part of our ongoing fashion series: http://t.c...

PaulaGrayChic: RT @DLVermeer: pls excuse number of tweets over the next hour. I'm participating in @triplepundit & @FightPoverty's #3pChat #ethicalfashion

Appalatch: RT @FilanthropicLtd: What are the global standards that should be adopted by any regulatory body for sustainable
Brands? #3pchat @triplepundit

3p

triplepundit: Welcome! Special thanks to @FightPoverty for helping us get this chat going today. #3pchat

Appalach: What's the deal w/ sustainable fashion & how can we move it forward? Join the leaders in getting down to it: bit.ly/1iW9j #3pchat

TheSusToolkit: Tweet jam on #SustyFashion #SustainableFashion starts in 5 minutes! #3pChat

triplepundit: Welcome to our #3pChat on Sustainability in Fashion - 5 minutes to go! All part of our ongoing fashion series: ow.ly/9UtB4

DLVermeer: Please excuse number of tweets over the next hour. I'm participating in @TriplePundit & @FightPoverty's #3pChat on #ethicalfashion. Join us!

FightPoverty: Join us in 5 Mins; #3pChat on Sustainability in Fashion w/ @triplepundit. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat http://t.co/F6tSuAhIIC

MataTraders: Tweeps! We're participating in a #SustainableFashion Twitter chat in 15 min, & we'd love if you joined in! #3pChat ow.ly/umFZj

FairTradeUSA: Join us today at 8AM PT to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat

DLVermeer: RT @triplepundit: TODAY 8A PT / 4P GT: #3pChat on #SustainableFashion w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | htt...

PaulaGrayChic: RT @triplepundit: TODAY 8A PT / 4P GT: #3pChat on #SustainableFashion w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | htt...

PaulaGrayChic: Aviso: el #3pchat será en inglés (las preguntas serán formuladas y respondidas en dicho idioma; si alguien tiene inquietudes me dice ;) )!

MataTraders: Starts in 30 min! RT @indigenous Get in on a #SustainableFashion Tweet jam w/ us, @MataTraders @Osmiumapparel ow.ly/umFZj #3pChat

FilanthropicLtd: Sustainability inevitably hurts profits- will a capitalist economy ever allow sustainalbe brands to grow and develop? #3pchat @triplepundit

FilanthropicLtd: What are the sectors that are making the biggest strides in sustainability? #thestyleofyoursoul @triplepundit #3pchat

FilanthropicLtd: What are the global standards that should be adopted by any regulatory body for sustainable brands? #3pchat @triplepundit #thestyleofyoursoul

PaulaGrayChic: { #SustainableFashion Panel !! }Pueden seguir la conversación a través de #3pchat <- arrancamos a las 12 hora Arg // 8am PST / 3pm GST

FilanthropicLtd: Do sustainable brands expect customers to accept a lower quality product as a trade off for their "good deed"? #3pchat @triplepundit
FilanthropicLtd: Is social responsibility something that you see ever becoming mainstream or will it always be a minority market? @triplepundit #3pChat
about 3 hours ago

greenlinebyk: RT @amytropolis: @triplepundit #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion today 11 EST @trissanen @K8Dillon @greenlinebyk @marcizaroff @StudyNT @1...
about 4 hours ago

EmsWaight: Not long to wait! #3pChat Sustainable Fashion Tweet Jam 3pm today. Hosted by @FightPoverty @triplepundit & panels triplepundit.com/2014/03/tweet-...
about 4 hours ago

nailyntaylor: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Tripl...
@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pChat
about 4 hours ago

THERAPY_recycle: @emswaight @Indigenous Thanks for the follow! Looking forward to #3pchat today! #ecofashion #sustainablefashion #slowfashion #recycling
about 5 hours ago

FightPoverty: Live in 2 hours! Join #Sustainable #Fashion Twitter chat w @Triplepundit & experts bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
about 5 hours ago

VeganChatRoom: RT @triplepundit: TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat | @FightPoverty @EmSwaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @...
about 5 hours ago

Princeton_SF: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pChat
about 5 hours ago

triplepundit: RT @FightPoverty: TODAY: #3pChat on Sustainability in #Fashion w/@triplepundit 8am Pacific / 3pm GMT bit.ly/SustFash3pChat http://t.co/F6...
about 5 hours ago

triplepundit: RT @EmSwaight: TODAY I'm a panelist on #3pchat Sustainable Fashion Tweet jam with @FightPoverty 3pm GMT send ques to @triplepundit http://t...
about 5 hours ago

OxfamFashion: MT @EmSwaight: TODAY I'm on #3pchat Sustainable Fashion Tweet jam with @FightPoverty 3pm GMT send Qs to @triplepundit triplepundit.com/2014/03/tweet...
about 5 hours ago

FightPoverty: RT @EmSwaight: TODAY I'm a panelist on #3pchat Sustainable Fashion Tweet jam with @FightPoverty 3pm GMT send ques to @triplepundit http://t...
about 6 hours ago

triplepundit: RT @FightPoverty: TODAY: #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat @triplepundit @EmSwaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVer...
about 6 hours ago

OceanasCanvas: RT @triplepundit: TODAY BA PT / 4P GT: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion w/@EmSwaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | htt...
about 6 hours ago

triplepundit: RT @Indigenous: @triplepundit Can't wait to hear what everyone has to contribute to the discourse on #EthicalFashion - See you there, Tues ...
about 6 hours ago

FilanthropicLtd: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pChat
about 7 hours ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @FightPoverty: TODAY: #3pChat on Sustainability in #Fashion w/@Triplepundit 8am Pacific / 3pm GMT bit.ly/SustFash3pChat http://t.co/F6...
about 7 hours ago

TaylorAllynMode: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pChat
about 7 hours ago

triplepundit: RT @Indigeneous: @triplepundit Join me tmrw Mar 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/1ms4ahZ #susty...
about 7 hours ago

HerbGir1972: RT @triplepundit: Reminder to join us for #3pChat at 8am PST / 3pm GST! #Ecofashion lnkd.in/dMnRnic
about 7 hours ago

amytropolis: RT @triplepundit: TODAY BA PT / 4P GT: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion w/@EmSwaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | htt...
about 7 hours ago
Reminder to join us for #3pChat at 8am PST / 3pm GMT. #EcoFashion lnkd.in/dMRmNC

TODAY: #3pChat on Sustainability in Fashion w/ @triplepundit 8am Pacific / 3pm GMT bit.ly/SustFash3pChat
http://t.co/F65uAhIC

TODAY 8A PT / 4P GT: #3pChat on Sustainable Fashion w @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @KB Dillon | ow.ly/uj8eXu

TODAY 8A PT / 4P GT: #3pChat on Sustainable Fashion w @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @KB Dillon | ow.ly/uj8eWi

Today I'm a panelist on #3pChat Sustainable Fashion Tweet Jam with @FightPoverty 3pm GMT send questions to @triplepundit triplepundit.com/2014/03/tweet...

RT @FightPoverty: TODAY: #3pChat on Sustainable Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat @triplepundit @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @KB Dillon | ow.ly/uj8eXu

Interesting concept "Tweet Jam". Today on Sustainable Fashion: #3pChat lnkd.in/d7F6y9H

RT @triplepundit: TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat @triplepundit @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @KB Dillon | ow.ly/uj8eWi

Looking forward to exchange ideas & experiences sustainablefashion ecofashion #3pchat modasustentable slowfashion http://t.co/jw9bPXR

Tweet Jam: Sustainable Fashion March 11th triplepundit.com/2014/03/tweet... #3pchat @poli_squire

RT @triplepundit: TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat @FightPoverty @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @...

RT @triplepundit: TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat @FightPoverty @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @...

RT @triplepundit: Join us tomorrow - March 11th - for a #3pChat on #sustainable #fashion... instagram.com/p/yYuUQqks3/
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Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts.

bit.ly/SustFash3pChat
Mar 11, 2014 at 12:00am UTC

triplepundit: RT @karen_aammann: Tomorrow! Tweet Jam: #Sustainable Fashion 3/11 bit.ly/SustFash3pChat w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts #3pchat
about 18 hours ago

triplepundit: RT @TellRandom: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
about 18 hours ago

triplepundit: RT @LeonKaye: Tweet Jam: Sustainable Fashion March 11th triplepundit.com/2014/03/tweet... #ecofashion ecomonday #3pChat via @nickkaster & @triplepundit
about 18 hours ago

triplepundit: TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat | @FightPoverty @EmsWaigilt @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon
about 20 hours ago

triplepundit: RT @LocalButtons: RT @FightPoverty: Join #3pchat tomorrow on #sustainability in fashion w/@triplepundit bit.ly/SustFash3pChat 11am EDT
about 20 hours ago

annyhuberts: PRT @triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March ow.ly/u8eT4 cc @janpaulkimmel @ DutchWaAlness
about 20 hours ago

triplepundit: RT @RedressRaleigh: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3p... about 21 hours ago

triplepundit: RT @FightPoverty: Join #3pchat tomorrow on #sustainability in fashion w/@triplepundit bit.ly/SustFash3pChat 8am Pacific/3pm GMT (now w/ co...
about 21 hours ago

triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/@EmsWaigilt @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon ow.ly/u8eT4
about 21 hours ago

Couturelove3: RT @ShaminiDhana: TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat | @triplepundit @Indigenous
about 21 hours ago

ShaminiDhana: TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat | @triplepundit @Indigenous
about 21 hours ago

AmanSinghCSR: RT @triplepundit: @MataTraders Join our #Sustainable #Fashion chat w @fightpoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pmGMT | http://t.co/qWM0w...
about 21 hours ago

B_Boheme: RT @triplepundit: TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat | @FightPoverty @EmsWaigilt @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @...
about 22 hours ago

B_Boheme: @triplepundit: as a vegan brand - priority 4 sustainability is using the most eco non-animal derived alternatives to leather we can #3pchat
about 22 hours ago

triplepundit: @MataTraders Join our #Sustainable #Fashion chat w @fightpoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pmGMT | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
about 23 hours ago

SusanHeaney: I'll be on! @triplepundit: TOMORROW: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat
about 23 hours ago

triplepundit: TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat | @FightPoetry @EmsWaigilt @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon
about 24 hours ago
Join our #Sustainable #Fashion chat w/@fightpoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pmGMT | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat

TOMORROW: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat

Appalatch: #Sustainable #Fashion chat w/@fightpoverty experts, happening tomorrow! 8amPST/3pmGMT | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat

Join our #Sustainable #Fashion chat w/@fightpoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pmGMT | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat

#Sustainable #Fashion chat w/@fightpoverty experts, TOMORROW! 8amPST/3pmGMT | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat

Join my March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pch...

Join us March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@TRIPLEPUNDIT @FIGHTPOVERTY & EXPERTS. bit.ly/SUSTFASH3PCHAT #3PCHAT

TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat | @FightPoverty @EmsWaigh @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @…

Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@TRIPLEPUNDIT @FIGHTPOVERTY & EXPERTS. bit.ly/SUSTFASH3PCHAT #3PCHAT

TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat | @FightPoverty @EmsWaigh @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @…

Tomorrow! Tweet Jam: #Sustainable Fashion 3/11 bit.ly/SustFash3pChat w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts #3pchat

Tweet Jam: Sustainable Fashion March 11th triplepundit.com/2014/03/tweet-… #ecofashion #ecomonday #3pChat via @nickaster & @triplepundit

Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat

Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat

RT @brennadavis7: Join me March 11 to talk #Sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat

EmsWaigh: RT @triplepundit: TOMORROW: #3pChat on Sustainable #Fashion bit.ly/SustFash3pChat | @FightPoverty @EmsWaigh @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @…

Join me March 11 to talk #SustainableFashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pmGMT | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
#sustainability in fashion w/@triplepundit bit.ly/SustFash3pChat 11am EDT
1 day ago

sharfud26R23168: RT @FightPoverty: Join #3pchat tomorrow on #sustainability in fashion w/@triplepundit bit.ly/SustFash3pChat 8am Pacific/3pm GMT (now w/ co...
1 day ago

RedressRaleigh: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

FightPoverty: Join #3pchat tomorrow on #sustainability in fashion w/@triplepundit bit.ly/SustFash3pChat 8am Pacific/3pm GMT (now w/ correct GMT time!)
1 day ago

Mfnbaughton: RT @triplepundit: @Indigenous Join our #Sustainable #Fashion chat w @fightpoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pmGMT | http://t.co/QWM0wN... 1 day ago

triplepundit: RedressRaleigh Join our #Sustainable #Fashion chat w @fightpoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pm GMT | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

DLVermeer: RT @triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | http...
1 day ago

Justmeans: RT @FightPoverty: Join #3pchat tomorrow on #sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit bit.ly/SustFash3pChat 8am Pacific/3pm GMT (now w/ co...
1 day ago

triplepundit: ProjectTRANSFER Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3p...
1 day ago

triplepundit: @AmourVert Join our #Sustainable #Fashion chat w @fightpoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pmGMT | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

ProjectTRANSFER: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

triplepundit: @PaulaGrayChic: Mañana 12 Argentina RT @triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 | ow.ly/u8eSy*
1 day ago

PaulaGrayChic: Mañana 12 Argentina RT @triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 | ow.ly/u8eSy*
1 day ago

triplepundit: @Indigenous Join our #Sustainable #Fashion chat w @fightpoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pmGMT | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

amytropolis: RT @triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | http...
1 day ago

triplepundit: @DhanaEcoKids Join our #Sustainable #Fashion chat w @fightpoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pm GMT |
bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

triplepundit: @LeviStraussCo: Join our #Sustainable #Fashion chat w/ @FightPoverty & experts, T March 11, 8amPST/3pmGMT | bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

triplepundit: RT @FightPoverty: Join #3pchat tomorrow on #sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit bit.ly/SustFash3pChat 8am Pacific/3pm GMT (now w/ correct GMT time!)
1 day ago

ecolibris: RT @brennadavis7: Join me March 11 to talk #sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

goodfibrations: RT @triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | http...
1 day ago

EmsWaight: RT @triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | http...
1 day ago

FightPoverty: Join #3pchat tomorrow on #sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit bit.ly/SustFash3pChat 8am Pacific/3pm GMT (now w/ correct GMT time!)
1 day ago

devbod: RT @brennadavis7: Join me March 11 to talk #sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

FightPoverty: RT @brennadavis7: Join me March 11 to talk #sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | ow.ly/u8eSy
1 day ago

SusanHeaney: RT @brennadavis7: Join me March 11 to talk #sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

triplepundit: RT @brennadavis7: Join me March 11 to talk #sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
1 day ago

brennadavis7: Join me March 11 to talk #sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat @rebeccaluke
1 day ago

triplepundit: RT @asterix: Tweet Jam: Talk #sustainability in #fashion w/@Triplepundit & experts. 3/11 buff.ly/1nk5y3V #3pchat cc: @maryhanlon @n...
1 day ago

asterix: Tweet Jam: Talk #sustainability in #fashion w/@Triplepundit & experts. 3/11 buff.ly/1nk5y3V #3pchat cc: @maryhanlon @nicolebridger
1 day ago

Mar 10, 2014 at 12:00am UTC

PaulaGrayChic: RT @triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | http...
2 days ago

Mar 9, 2014 at 12:00am UTC

triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | ow.ly/u8eSy
2 days ago
Mar 8, 2014 at 12:00am UTC

triplepundit: RT @VeZuHa: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @FightPoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
3 days ago

VeZuHa: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @FightPoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
3 days ago

JAWalker: RT @LocalButtons: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @FightPoverty @amytropolis & experts. http://t.co/mIQ4...
3 days ago

KellyTalking: RT @ChiapasBazaar: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit & @Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
3 days ago

RedressRaleigh: RT @Indigenous: Get in on a #SustainableFashion Tweet Jam, sponsored by us + @RedressRaleigh @SynergyClothing ow.ly/umGZt #3pChat
3 days ago

Indigenous: Get in on a #SustainableFashion Tweet Jam, sponsored by us + @RedressRaleigh @SynergyClothing ow.ly/umGZt #3pChat
3 days ago

triplepundit: RT @Indigenous: Join us March 11th for a #SustainableFashion Tweet Jam via @Triplepundit + @FightPoverty. Follow #3pChat. http://t.co/TGbQSe...
3 days ago

Indigenous: Get in on a #SustainableFashion Tweet Jam, sponsored by us + @MataTraders @OsmiumApparel ow.ly/umFZj #3pChat
3 days ago

triplepundit: RT @jeremieguillerm: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @FightPoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3p...
3 days ago

Mar 8, 2014 at 12:00am UTC

Indigenous: Get in on a #SustainableFashion Tweet Jam, sponsored by us + @FairTradeUSA @Appalatch ow.ly/umFH5 #3pChat
3 days ago

PaulaGrayChic: RT @FightPoverty: Tweet Jam: #Sustainable Fashion March 11th. - shrd.by/5cwHe9 @triplepundit #3pchat @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amy...
3 days ago

Indigenous: Get in on a #SustainableFashion Tweet Jam, sponsored by us + @DhanaEcoKids @ThreadedThought ow.ly/umFH5 #3pChat
3 days ago

kaightonshop: RT @Indigenous: Join us March 11th for a #SustainableFashion Tweet Jam via @Triplepundit + @FightPoverty. Follow #3pChat. http://t.co/TGbQSe...
3 days ago

Indigenous: Join us March 11th for a #SustainableFashion Tweet Jam via @Triplepundit + @FightPoverty. Follow #3pChat. ow.ly/umFox
3 days ago

Indigenous: Get in on a #SustainableFashion Tweet Jam, sponsored by us + @LeviStraussCo @AMourVert ow.ly/umFH5 #3pChat
3 days ago

socialfinance: RT @LocalButtons: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @FightPoverty @amytropolis & experts. http://t.co/mIQ4...
3 days ago

jeremieguillerm: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @FightPoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
3 days ago
Mar 7, 2014 at 12:00am UTC

triplepundit: RT @ChiapasBazaar: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
3 days ago

triplepundit: RT @quindazzi: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
3 days ago

ChiapasBazaar: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
3 days ago

quindazzi: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
3 days ago

theFERway: RT @kcesledd: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
3 days ago

triplepundit: RT @kcesledd: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
3 days ago

amytropolis: RT @triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | http…
4 days ago

triplepundit: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @DLVermeer @K8Dillon | ow.ly/88eRH
4 days ago

kcesledd: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
4 days ago

amytropolis: RT @LocalButtons: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty @amytropolis & experts. http://t.co/mIQ4...
4 days ago

triplepundit: RT @LocalButtons: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty @amytropolis & experts. http://t.co/mIQ4...
4 days ago

triplepundit: RT @FightPoverty: Tweet Jam: #Sustainable #Fashion March 11th - shrd.by/5cwHe9 @triplepundit #3pchat @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis
4 days ago

EmsWaight: RT @FightPoverty: Tweet Jam: #Sustainable #Fashion March 11th - shrd.by/5cwHe9 @triplepundit #3pchat @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis
4 days ago

LocalButtons: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty @amytropolis & experts. bit.ly/1jaW9Ji #3pchat
4 days ago

FightPoverty: Tweet Jam: #Sustainable #Fashion March 11th - shrd.by/5cwHe9 @triplepundit #3pchat @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis
4 days ago

Indigenous: Join us for the @triplepundit #SustainableFashion Tweet Jam on 3.11 with @amytropolis & @PaulaGrayChic ow.ly/ukskv #3pchat
4 days ago

triplepundit: RT @TavaresGroup: #CSR in fashion- Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. http://t.co/...
4 days ago
TavaresGroup: #CSR in fashion- Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
4 days ago

digitalaran: @luxcoll @Triplepundit @FightPoverty great of interest to @HELPSTheart @rachekkilibe as well bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
5 days ago

Appalatch: RT @threesquaresinc: Talk #sustainability in #fashion on March 11 w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat #…
5 days ago

3p triplepundit: RT @threesquaresinc: Talk #sustainability in #fashion on March 11 w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat #…
5 days ago

3p triplepundit: RT @PaulaGrayChic: El 11/3 estaré c’ panelista en @Triplepundit #3pChat debatiendo sobre #sustentabilidad | ow.ly/u8eR7 Main spo... 5 days ago

nataliegrillon: RT @Nicalogical: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
5 days ago

BeccaPosey: RT @Nicalogical: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
5 days ago

GreenerFutures: RT @GlobalGreenGame: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3p...
5 days ago

3p triplepundit: RT @GlobalGreenGame: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3p...
5 days ago

3p triplepundit: RT @Nicalogical: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat
5 days ago

3p triplepundit: RT @Appalatch: Let's dig deeper into sustainable fashion together! Join @Triplepundit for a Tweet Jam w/@fightpoverty #3pchat http://t.co...
5 days ago

3p triplepundit: RT @threesquaresinc: Talk #sustainability in #fashion on March 11 w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat #ecoFashion
5 days ago

OneDropI: Talk #sustainability in #fashion on March 11 w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat #ecoFashion
5 days ago

pollypop: RT @PaulaGrayChic: El 11/3 estaré c’ panelista en @Triplepundit #3pChat debatiendo sobre #sustentabilidad | ow.ly/u8eR7 Main spo...
5 days ago

PaulaGrayChic: El 11/3 estaré c’ panelista en @Triplepundit #3pChat debatiendo sobre #sustentabilidad | ow.ly/u8eR7 Main sponsor @LeviStraussCo
5 days ago

Mar 6, 2014 at 12:00am UTC

amytropolis: RT @threesquaresinc: Upcoming: #3pChat on #Sustainable #Fashion March 11 w/ @EmsWaight @PaulaGrayChic @amytropolis @JiVermeij @RBDillon | http:...
5 days ago

GlobalGreenGame: Join me March 11 to talk sustainability in fashion w/@Triplepundit @fightpoverty & experts. bit.ly/SustFash3pChat #3pchat @DhanaEcoKids
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